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CHAPTKR I 
INTRODUCTION 
When the first draftees, representative of the manhood of the 
nation, were called for physical examinations at the opening of World 
7Tar II, the appalling truth was revealed in figures for the first time, 
It was known that many of the rejections of World War I were due to 
health defects, but it was deemed highly improbable that the same con- 
dition existed now because of the many advances in soienoe.  Results of 
physical examinations proved the contrary. 
John 0. Blaok quotes General Hershey, in his report to the Na- 
tional Nutrition Conference for Defense, in May, 1941, as having ven- 
tured an estimate that perhaps one-third of the rejections are due eith- 
er directly or indireotly to nutritional deficiencies; that is about fif- 
teen per cent of the total number that had been examined by the Seleot- 
1 
ive Service up to that time* 
Further investigation showed that there was a decrease in inci- 
dence direotly proportional to the age of the menj 
The inoidenoe of disease and disqualifying defects in 
our own Selective Service experience has been found to 
be 36 per cent at 36 years of age contrasted with only 
13 per oent at 21 years. 
This increasing inoidenoe of defects with age offers 
strong indication that they are much more largely to be 
attributed to manner of living than to inheritance, and 
that no doubt the cumulation effects of faulty eating, 
and the effeots in later life of deficiencies in the 
1 John D. Blaok, "The Social Millieu of Malnutrition," Annals 
of Amerioan Academy of Political and Social Soienoe, CCXTT  (January, 1943) 
148: 
diet in early years, are important phases of whatever 
the manner of living may have to do with defects. 
If this oondition of "hidden hunger" is so widespread among 
draftees, it must be equally prevalent among the families that they re- 
present, as indeed dietary surveys suggest it may be. 
The National Nutrition Conference for Defense, oalled by Presi- 
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt, May 26, 27 and 28, 1941, published as the 
third of its recommendations! 
Recent dietary studies among large groups representa- 
tive of the people of the United States , olinioal studies 
among smaller groups, and the examination of men oalled 
up for military servioe shows clearly that poor diets and 
malnourishment are widespread in this oountry. While the 
conditions revealed offer no grounds for alarmist state- 
ments, they are serious enough to be a genuine cause of 
weakness in the present National Emergency and warrant 
national attention and concerted aotion. A widespread 
disease epidemio would receive suoh attention immediate- 
ly. Malnourishment is more insidious and less immediate- 
ly obvious in its effect, but it is not less harmful when 
all the results are considered. 
In an attempt to decipher the oause of this lamentable condi- 
tion of starvation in a land of plenty, the Committee on Nutrition in 
Industry of the National Research Council reports: 
The major causes of nutritional inadequacy in this 
country may be listed under four headings: poor food 
habits, poor commissary, eoonomio faotors and metabolic 
stress. 4 
Ibid., p.  147. 
3 United States Federal Security Agency,  Proceedings  of the 
National Nutrition Conference^for Defence,    Washington,   DTO.I tfnTSed 
StateTSovernment Printing OffToV,  1942;.  230. 
* The Food and Nutrition of Industrial Worlcjrs iS "JgiSg. 
First RenoT? bT^hTTommTHeTTnTTutrition in' Industry of the Hafcion- 
2 Resetrcfcounoll.   (Washington.   D.C.:  National Research Council, 
2101  Constitution Avenue,  1942), 9. 
The trouble may lie In the fact that the science of nutrition 
is too new to have gained the foothold that we expect of it. Dr. Thomas 
Parran, Surgeon General of the United Stateo, in an address before the 
delegates assembled at the National Nutrition Conference says: 
The science of nutrition is about as young as the soienoe 
of aviation. We do not know all the answers in either 
field. But as muoh, relatively, is known about what 
nourishes a human body as is known about what gets a heavy 
machine up in the air, and to its destination safe.  The 
difference is that far less of the nutritional knowledge 
is put to work. e 
Habits are aoquired by repeated acts. Since they are learned, 
and not inborn, they can be altered by oontrary aots. The psychologist, 
R.M. Dorous says: "Habits are influential in determining modes of satis- 
faction." 6 He holds that the: 
Selection of foods is determined (l) by their tastes, 
(2) beoause they »eet a psychological need, and (3) by 
their novelty....It would seem that psychological need 
plays a subordinate role in diet selection. This is true 
beoause the effects of diet change are so slow and gradual 
that it is impossible for the animal to aaaociafce the 
diet choioe with the gradual ohange in feeling that may 
be produced by diet. This fact is largely responsible 
for poor health conditions which are encountered In both 
animals and humans as a result of poor diet change. ^ 
To explain conditions as she sees them Ivol Spafford says: 
We have thought of ourselves as well-fed. The results 
of physical examination of men called for war ser- 
5 Thomas Parran, "The Job Ahead", Proceedings of JjtionfiNutri- 
tional CoSerTnoe for Defence ™~? *^ *»» XKSBS^n 
■ffXTGovernment Printing Office, 1942), 220. 
6 Roy M. Dorous, "Pood Habits, Their Origin and Control". 
Loc. oit. 
▼ice prove that we are not* These diet deficiencies have 
arisen in some instances because we as individuals did not 
know enough; in others, beoause we did not oare enough, 
and still in others because we did not have the resources 
to get the food we needed. 
The First Report of the Committee on Nutrition in Industry of 
the National Researoh Counoil brings to our attention that; 
Nutrition is not the only faotor in health and morals, 
but it is one of the most important faotors....The impro- 
ved health and morale which results when inadequate diets 
are brought up to adequate levels may be translated into 
greater working efficiency, fewer absenoes from work, and 
a decrease in the number of aocidents. These and other 
possible benefits should speed production, the crying need 
of our country, and of our allies in the fight for free- 
dom. " 
The high school students of today will be the men and women of 
tomorrow. Their youth is in their favor regarding the change in habits 
aoquired which would be a handicap in developing the cititens that their 
country hopes they will be. "The constant drip will wear away the stone; 
the constant imperfection of nutrition, though it be relatively slight, 
will wear away the body." 10 To have a stronger Amerioa, we must have 
stronger Americans, as was stressed at the National Nutrition Confer- 
ence of 1941. A chain is as strong as its weakest link may be another 
way of saying that a country is as strong as its weakest cititen, for 
8 Ivol Spafford, "Teaching Nutrition in Wartime", Practical Home 
Eoonomios, XXI (January, 1945), 8. 
9 The Food and Nutrition of Industrial Workers in Wartime, o£. oit., 
1. 
10 
Aspeots of 
984. 
R«W* Uc Carrison.   "The Nation's Larder in Wartime; Medioal 
£. use" o^cod>'Briti2h Mjdical Journal^ I (June 15.  1940), 
. 11 ffilkins writes,  "That nutrition ia synonymous with existanoa. 
Weighing these considerations,  the writer was stimulated to 
undertake the study of determining if certain nutrition knowledges 
would affect the food seleotion habits of high school girls in a 
boarding school. 
Answers to the following questions were sought: 
1. Dees a knowledge of nutrition affect the food seleotion 
habits  of high sehool students? 
2. Where should greater emphasis be plaoed in the nutrition 
program to strengthen the weaknesses? 
The experimental method was selected by the writer to obtain 
the necessary information; using a pretest to determine knowledge 
background, followed by an intensive oouree in nutrition adapted 
to the need of the high school student,  and then a re-testing of 
knowledge and application. 
The present study was not meant to hare universal application. 
Some of the evident limitation are that the number of cases used is 
relatively small;  and finally that there were only twenty-four lecture 
and laboratory periods of nutrition instruction. 
11 B.H. Wilkins,   "Assessing the Nutrition of School Children." 
Lancet.   COXmil  (November 27,   1939),  1265. 
CHAPTER XX 
REVIEff OF THB LITERATURE 
The child of today begins where the ohild of 10,000 
yearn ago began; but while the latter had to learn only 
the simple things of his day, the ohild and youth of 
today must acquire, during the course of his twenty or 
twenty-fiYe years of growth, the ability to perform the 
long series of complicated and often highly subtle act- 
ivities which man has been discovering, inventing and 
accumulating during the past thousand generations. 1 
The youth of ten thousand years ago had to learn the unpublished 
laws of nutrition. There were foods which his forefathers had learned 
from experience were edible and should be eaten, and therefore, youth 
was taught in informal ways, the beliefs of his time. Knowledge of the 
new soienoe of nutrition is essential to the youth of today if he is 
to be well f«d. 
"New knowledge makes continued learning important. Pew people, 
however, praotioe all they know. This ias as true of those who have 
studied nutrition as of others. Knowledge which does not influence 
. 2 
behavior has no value* 
Representatives of various fields are endeavoring to point out 
how the need for knowledge and application of nutrition affects their 
fields. The eduoator states: 
The first and fundamental goal of any oomprehensive 
nutrition eduoation program is that of arousing general 
1 Franklin Bobbit, Currloulum Investigation, (Chioagot Universi- 
ty of Chicago Press, 1926), TT~ 
2 Ivol Spafford. "Teaching Nutrition in Wartime", Practical Home 
Eoonomioe, m (January, 1942), 10. 
awareness of the effects of nutritional deficiencies 
upon individual health and national welfare, and of 
spreading an understanding of the methods by which 
improvements may be accomplished. As this understand- 
ing grows, it will motivate actions which will in 
turn inorease the initial awareness of need. 3 
A newly organized nutrition committee of the Office of 
Bduoation emphasizes that a nutrition program in any 
sohool consists of: 
1. Education in foods and nutrition available to all 
age groups served by the sohools. This instruction should 
provide for the study of appropriate foods and nutrition 
problems in elementary and junior and senior high schools 
as well as part-time pupils and adults in evening and day 
classes• 
2. Participation by sohool officials in organized 
efforts to improve the nutrition in the community. 
3. A program on both pre-service and in-service 
levels to prepare teachers not only for the solution of 
their own nutrition and food problems, but also for effec- 
tive participation in joint sohool and community efforts 
for better nutrition among youths and adults. 
Administrator Paul V. MoNutt, Director of Defense Health and Wel- 
fare Servioe states: 
It is the a im of the National Nutrition Program to in- 
terprete the science of nutrition so that every man. woman 
and child in our country knows the simple essential facts 
about nutrition and can put this knowledge into practice. 
Dr. H.D. Kruae. F.A. P.H.A., Milbank Memorial Fund, New York 
City,  has stated: 
In the past the diet of persons at certain ages or per- 
iods regarded as  critical has been of special concern. 
3 Mary Jean Bowman and Arnold C. Averse*, .>*rtM»gy 
tion Program. / Annals  of Am^r^Ac^ <* l2^2tL 2* *22&- 
Science,  CCXXV (January,  1945).   160. 
* Edna Gilbert,   "What a Nutrition Program Means",  Nationjs 
Sohools, XIXI  (March,  1943).  48. 
Loo. oit. 
Host energy in diet education has been focused and ex- 
panded on the expeotant mother, nuraing mother, infant 
and ohild. Aotually proper nutrition is important at 
all ages. That utterance has been such a commonplace 
that ite full import beoame muoh depreciated. Reoent 
findings, however, have imparted to it such a newer and 
deeper meaning that nutrition of the adolescent, adult 
and senescent, no less than of persons at the other ages 
and periods which up to now hare so largely preempted our 
ooncern, take on new importance. 6 
To summarise the findings, Iwol Spafford says that our teaching 
record, as it stands now, points clearly to the fact that we have taught 
7 
too little nutrition too late. 
In the report of the National Research Council's Committee on 
Food Habits, Hatel Stiebling points out certain food habit patterns. 
Pood habits exist both as behavior patterns within 
the individual and as cultural patterns phenomena. They 
arise in response to hunger. They develop as accompani- 
ments to pleasant sensory experienoe.-we try to repeat 
food contacts that we like, especially those whose taste, 
smell, texture and color may be satisfying, soothing and 
stimulating. They develop as a result of ?•"•£*?;*•£ 
son influences;  if there is a positive and friendly re- 
lationship between persons, then imitation JJjjr^^ 
and suggestions tend to bring about similar habit Pattern. 
They arise from influence, that are 2T"a%£*L 
in nature, such as educatio^ propaganda, tradition and 
considerations of prestige. 
A study bearing on the question of changing food habit, wa. 
carried on in an experimental elementary school in New York City, known 
a. the Speyer School.  In the teaching of nutrition much time was de- 
—^^^x^r^r^^ 'am 
7 Spafford, op_. oit., p. 9» 
of Food Habit.," Journal of Home Economic, ****** v r 
541. 
i I 
voted to the problem of making whole wheat seem important to the child- 
ren. Within two years a steady demand for whole wheat sandwiches had 
been created, whereas in the past the same lunches without the nutri- 
tional program had required seven years to accomplish the same end. 9 
This study shows that with care and persistence, food habits which have 
been faulty can be altered successfully at the elementary level. 
Condition* affecting the altering of food habits are pointed out 
from observation and study by Dr. Jolliffes 
Poor food habits may be either negative or positive. 
The negative poor food habits include non-consumption of 
adequate amounts of the protective foods. This is often 
due to failure to promote the tate for the protective 
foods during childhood, to local food customs, racial 
antipathies and economic restrictions.  In many cases it 
ie due to faulty social conditioning, as when the adoles- 
cent boy stops drinking milk as soon as he dons long trou- 
sers. The positive poor food habits include excessive^ 
use of candy, sweet oarbonated beverages and alcohol. 
Throughout the literature, reference is made to the fact that a 
well conducted school lunchroom will influence food habit, of child- 
12 
ren,U and will teach them the proper selection of food. 
That food habit, are undergoing a favorable change is suggested 
in a report of Bernard de Vote's "Notes from a Wayside Inn"« 
—--s -'»tts^fzz***' 
IO "The Food and Nutrition of Industrial Workers in Wartime." 
loo, olt., p. 10. 
11 Jean V. Latimer, "The School Lunch in Education," Hv£eia. 
X7II (July, 1939), 665. 
10 
The tourist fares satisfactorily nearly everywhere, 
and oan only conolude that there has been a correspond- 
ing improvement in private eating. Apparently this ad- 
vanoe is not attributable to woman's magaiines or the 
household columns of the dally press, for you do not 
find the fancy, structureless compositions that obsess 
them. The plugging of "domestic soience" departments 
in high schools seems to have been the greatest lever- 
age, f3 
However, there is need of muoh more work in the schools with 
accent on training of youth in proper dietary habits. 1* 
In undertaking a study of the influence of knowledge on food 
habits, it must be understood that the persons concerned in the study 
have varied background habits and conceptions of what is "good for them. 
One end to be accomplished is to bring about an unlearning of nutri- 
tional fallacies. 
Unfortunately, in the past, two *****•*?&*-. 
inadequate and misleading in principle, have *««"■•*■ 
intted. It has been taught that change *£optimum 
5?«t is all that a person needs for correction of his 
diet is *-"«*?*  %t _._ impiied that conversion to a 
££z jsrs: sssra Sir22- • 
It  deficiency states once they are corrected. 
On. mean, of solving the problem is -tressed by Dr. Margaret H. 
irwin. of the Department of Home Economic.. University of Wisconsin, 
-* ratify wav to solve the nutrition 
(September, 1940), 447. 
13 
14 
15 
Kruse, loc. cit.., p. 252» 
Kruse, loo* £**•» P»251, 
11 
the individual.  Adults show a certain apathy and resis- 
tance, but ohildren are malleable. Mothers are more 
susceptible to the intrusion of knowledge about nutrition 
and more determined to apply it when they have young ohild- 
ren to feed than at any other time in their lives. Per- 
haps by hitting here and hitting hard we can aooomplish 
something of permanent value in building the health of 
the nation. If youngsters can be brought up eating what 
they should, they will, when the time comes for them to 
make their own choice, choose wisely. 16 
Preventive medioine in the form of learly training in proper 
good habits is gaining increased recognition. 
Muoh of this preventive work takes the form of eduoa- 
oation on proper dietary habits. One of the outstanding 
effects of finding ohronic malnutrition so prevalent is 
the impressive realization that diet education has an even 
greater importance than has previously been appreciated, 
that it must be extended to the utmost, and that it must 
be raised to new heights of effectiveness. 
In view of our new insight into oonditions and the 
greater significance to be attached to diet eduoation, 
it would be wise to oonsider whether the program as con- 
ducted at present will satisfactorily fulfill its pur- 
pose. Our new conception of the problem may call for 
a new rational and design of aotion. 17 
A prediction made by Col. R.A. Osmum of the Army Quartermaster 
Corps, is that the American eating habits will be changed by World War 
II, because the young American soldiers are acquiring new ideas of 
what is good for them;18 a concrete application of John Dewey»s 
f» ■' 
"Training in Good Food Habits," and Editorial,  Journal of the 
American Dietetic Association, XVIII  (April,   1942),   237. 
, 
17 
18 
Kruse, loo, oit., p. 251. 
"America Will Change Diet." Soienoe News Utter. XL(November 
11, 1941), 277. 
12 
principle of learning: "Learn by doing." 
Anna Bowes commenting on the results of a study make at the 
University of Pennsylvania on diet habits of different groups in 
relation to dental decay says. 
For professional groups to know correct nutrition 
facts is one thing. For them to practice these facts 
is often more difficult. And teaching the results of 
nutrition research to lay groups in simple *»*««- 
Tincinp ways is most difficult of all. *et until food 
haMts o7many people are actually changed, we can expeot 
no direct rtsul?. in terms of better health of the na- 
tion. l9 
From her contacts. Anna Bowes has observed that people are 
vitally interested in their own personal health. The questions on 
food asked by visitor, at the recent World's Fair is used a. a proof. 
Once they are fully aware of the superior value of one food ever 
another or one eating pattern over another, the majority of people 
will earnestly try to follow the better way. jBut they must be con- 
20 
vinced and shown how. 
I. d.f «ry UM. ««» t. M 1— <«"«"« "«"dinS ** 
.«..t of MM. - *—- « «» *•* 1,*blt• " "* '0h°01 
, „■„    mmm .» -—«r - •."•*• ■*—*• «*"*» =rt'14'd 
negligible information. 
19 t»     * r. Rr.es     "Sharing the Newer Knowledge of Nutri- 
Anna do *«*' """iniS (November.  1941).  656. 
tion." Public Health Nursing,  mm \™ 
20 
Ibid.,  p. 657. 
13 
A study of seven vocational schools in Kentuoky was reported by 
Mildred Botto, with the conclusion that the hone eoonomios training 
had net significantly improved the food habits of the etudents. 
Another study undertaken by Mildred Lethrldge Jones with eleventh 
and twelfth grade students showed that the students who had been en- 
rolled in the home eoonomios oourse selected more desirable foods 
than the non-home eoonomios group, but the difference between the groups 
22 
did not have significance. 
A study was made by Beck to determine the effectiveness of 
foods instruction in high school to stimulate good food practices,as 
indicated by the fold planning and buying habits of fifty women who 
had graduated between 1917 and 1936. The findings indicated that the 
foods course, had probably improved the practices to some extent. 
"The Effect of High School Pood Courses on the Food Habit, of 
Girl, of Monterallo, Alabama. High School." was studied by Olenni. 
Nybeck.24 Th. finding, indicate that home economic, had affected .ome 
of the food practice, of the girl., but the difference between the. 
21 „,,, A  T.-*.4.« "Th« Effect of Home Economic. Training Upon 
Iowa State College, 1932. 
22 ., a  , «.„«,,„. Tones "The Food Habit, of 678 High School 
23 tt S Beck "Effect of a High School Food. Cour.e <» C"*»}* 
Pood PraoticesT/a Sheeted ?roup of Homemaker- o Unark. Illinois , 
Unpublished Master's thesis. Iowa State College. 
24 . .  „ v—v  "Effect of High School Food Courses on 
ed Master's thesis, Iowa State College. 19«. 
14 
who had just completed one year, and thou who had had no home economies 
and between those who had complete one year and those who had comple- 
ted three years was not very great. 25 
Kurt Lewis reports a recent experiment in Iowa in whioh it was 
demonstrated how much more effectively food habits can be changed by 
the decision of the groups than by admonition and exhortation present- 
26 
ed in lecture form* 
The findings reported by Mary Jean Bowman and Arnold C. Anderson 
state that: 
The evidence is that until recently the schools general- 
ly have not utilized their opportunity to spread nutri- 
tional knowledge and arouse interest in better diets. 
Jhysiology and cooking have been taught since the late 
nineteenth century, but direct nutrition lessons seem to 
have been exceptional....The newer approaches, however, 
are limited for the most part to cities and high schools. 
And it is discouraging that studies testing carry-over of 
nutrition lessons into later behavior have produced main- 
ly negative findings. 
There are a number of authorities who maintain that nutrition 
knowledge, if adapted to the needs and interests of the pupils will 
affect favorable changes in food habits: 
The Sloan Foundation has made possible a well-organ- 
ized study to test the effect of school instruction upon 
the eoonomic welfare and the level of diet in the com- 
munity.  The preliminary evidence seems to support the 
conclusion that the school can bring about a very sharp 
rise in the diet habits in a large fraction of American 
TB  
Ibid. 
26 Margaret Mead, o£. £it., p. 141* 
9*7 
Mary Jean Bowman and Arnold C. Anderson, 0£. olt.. p. 152. 
15 
communities. There are strong reasons for believing that 
even among the bottom third of the population the proper 
school instruction can greatly increase diet. As far as 
the rural communities and small towns are concerned, it 
may not be too muoh to say that the school could probably 
be the cruoial factor in bringing about an adequate diet.28 
An abstract from the New York Times Magazine carried very muoh 
the same idea, in the language of the people. 
Yes, education can change human nature. A recent nutrition 
week campaign is said to have improved the eating habits of 
the people of Indiana 10 per cent; a fourteen year drive 
in the South in favor of green vegetables has cut the 
pellagra death rate to one-fourth of what it was; and a 
salad-shunning New Yorker disoovers, to his amazement, that 
he has been consuming, and liking them, for almost a year 
now, all because his wife attended a food lecture. 29 
28 Harold F. Clark, "The Effect of Learning on Diet," School and 
Society, LV (January 31, 1943), 128. 
29 "Pood Habits", Journal of American Dietetic Association, mil 
(October, 1942), 704. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE OF THE EXPERIMENT 
This study was made in an effort to determine if nutrition know- 
ledge would influence the food selection habits of high sohool students. 
Thirty-four tenth and eleventh grade pupils of a boarding sohool in 
Qnmitsburg, Maryland were selected. The mean of the mental age of 
this group was 180.1, *-2.3 with a standard deviation of 13.3. The men- 
tal age was determined by the Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental 
Ability, by Arthur S. Otis, Higher Examination : Form A, for high 
schools and colleges, published by the World Book Company. Yonkers- 
on-Hudson, New York. 
The testing-teaching-testing method was selected as the most 
appropriate procedure. 
The initial testing program. This consisted of *•» parts: 
a) Testing the knowledge of nutrition. 
The questions for this test were based on a "Food, for Defense ■ 
booklet compiled by the writer from various sources, a- a guide for 
the course. This booklet was called "Foods for Defense" in keeping 
with the present nation-wide movement. "A Stronger America Through 
Stronger Americans". 
b) Discovering the food selection habit, of the students. 
These habits were ascertained by having each of the student, check a 
„v^„h the foods to be selected were alpha- 
food selection check sheet on which the rooas «» 
i  - "4" "s" "N". "0" to in- 
hrtUlly .rrong.d In (-«-, "**» oolong A. 8. ». 
dl..t. rood pror.rono... U . rood w.. ..ton .™ry «- » ~ ««*. 
«,. oh.* would o. pi...d .PPo.". «>. rood u .oiu» V, ir it m, 
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eaten sometimes, depending upon some condition, a check was placed in 
column "S"; it it was a totally rejected food item, a oheok was plaoed 
in column "N"; if the student never had an opportunity to eat the 
food because it was never served, or was never permitted to eat it, 
this was indicated by a check in column "0". 
The teaching program. This consisted partially of lectures, us- 
ing the "Foods for Defense" booklet as a guide. The basio principles 
were first taught including a study of many food fads and fallacies; 
then the protective foods were studied in greater detail. Cbe period 
was devoted to the study of the benefits that were derived from foods 
that were well-liked, by reference to the Food-Value Table in the book- 
let; then to benefits lost by rejection of foods which were disliked. 
Laboratory periods were used in connection with the leoture 
periods on the protective foods. Whenever possible, foods which were 
disliked by a number of the students were combined with foods that 
were particularly well liked. Printed or mimeographed recipes were 
given to a seleoted number of girls, who were responsible for the pre- 
paration of the foods for a definite day. These preparations were car- 
ried on as a demonstration lesson, for the other members of the class. 
These foods were served during the laboratory period, with comments on 
flavor, texture, and appearance. 
Each student was responsible for contributing to a round-table 
discussion, to which the first fifteen minutes of each class period 
was devoted. The subject for the following class was announced before 
class dismissal. Pamphlet,, books, article, and diverse forms of lit- 
erature pertaining to the subject of the following class period were 
placed on a table in the laboratory, to which the group had access 
18 
at all times. 
The re-tasting program* At the end of the teaching period, 
the same test which was administered as a pretest was repeated to learn 
what gains had been made in nutrition knowledge. Likewise, the same 
check sheet was filled out again to find what influenoe the knowledge 
had had on the food selection habits. 
Soorlng. The knowledge test were soored with a poasible total of 
196 points.  These soorea were reduoed to per oents and recorded on 
the personal data oard which was drawn up for the purpose of recording 
information colleoted for each student. A sample card is included in 
the appendix. 
The food selection hheok sheet waa scored on a three-point 
system, men a nutritionally desirable food was always eaten, taro points 
were given, when a food was sometimes eaten one point was given, when 
the foods were never eaten, or there ha. never been an opportunity to 
eat them, no oredit was given. Foods on the check sheet which are 
nutritionally undesirable were scored 0 for eating "always", 1 for 
eating "aometimes" and 2 for "never eating these foods." Th. highest 
possible score for this check sheet was 254. These scores were reduced 
to per cents and recorded on the peraonal data card. 
Sample oopie. of the "Foods for Defense" booklet, the Otis Self- 
Administering Test of Mental Ability, food selection check sheet and 
the point ayatems of aooring -ay be found in the appendix. 
CHAPTER IT 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Sinoe this experiment attempted to find the influence of nutri- 
tion Icnowledge on the food selection habits of pupils it was necessary 
to determine by means of the coefficient of correlation the relation- 
ship existing between nutrition knowledge and food seleotion habits be- 
fore the teaching procedure was begun, and after it had been oompleted; 
and to find if the differences between these coefficients of correla- 
tion were significant.  In order to calculate the coefficient of cor- 
relation the Spearman Rank Differences method was used, sinoe this 
method is the best suited to pupil populations numbering about forty 
or less. To find RHO, the formula employed was: 
*"°''- -iti&y 
By means of an interpretation table, RHO was converted into its 
corresponging "r". 
An examination of Table 1, appendix showing the coefficient of 
correlation for the initial nutrition knowledge test and the initial 
food selection oheok sheet reveals the procedure needed to secure RHO. 
For this, the individual pupil was given a number on her personal data 
oard, the oard on which was recorded the results of all her tests and 
oheok sheets* 
I 
1 Henry F. Oarrett, Statistics in Psychology and Education, (New 
Yorkt Longmans, Green and Company, 1926), 191. 
2 
Ibid., p. 192. 
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The number of eaoh Btudent was then lilted in oolumnl of Table 1, 
appendix, and her scores and her ranke were placed beside her number. 
Thus, pupil 1 who reoeived a score of 72 on Test 1, of 72 on the food 
seleotion oheolc sheet, was 27.5 in rank on Test. 1.and 30.0 in rank on the 
oheok sheet. In the sixth column the difference between the ranks on eaoh 
test was entered, and in the next oolumn, eaoh of these differences was 
squared.  The correlation between the two tests was then computed by 
using the formula for RHO. For Table 1, appendix, its Talue was found 
to be -.34 and its corresponding value of "r", -.3642. According to 
3 
Rugg this finding is interpreted as a low negative correlation. Simi- 
larly the coefficient of correlation was determined between the final 
nutrition knowledge test and the final food selection oheok sheet. 
Figure 1 clearly illustrates the correlation of the initial 
knowledge test and the initial food seleotion check sheet. The scores 
of the pupils were plaoed from the highest to the lowest in rank, and 
reoorded in the tiro oolumns of the diagram. Lines were then drawn con- 
necting the scores of eaoh individual. The slope of these lines indioates 
the displacement in position, and failure to correlate perfectly. In 
order to represent plaoement, different oolors were used to draw these 
lines. Thus, when a pupil ranked a higher score on the nutrition know- 
ledge test than she did on her food seleotion oheok sheet, green was 
used; for example; the pupil with a score of 72.4 on the nutrition know- 
ledge test, soored 64.1 on her food seleotion oheok sheet. The line 
connecting these scores was drawn downward from her score in the nu- 
H.O. Rugg, Statistical Methods Applied to Eduoation (Boston* 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1M) ,T^-  
PUPIL INITIAL KN07LEDGE TEST INITIAL FOOD SELECTION 
2 78.7 
12 76.6 
54 75.5 
17 75.0 
27 74.0 
20 73.5 
4 72.4 
1 71.9 
5 70.9 
33 70.* 
21 68.8 
22 68.8 
7 68.3' 
30 68.3* 
31 68.3- 
14 67.8- 
16 67.8- 
29 67.3- 
10 66.8" 
24 66.8- 
8 65.8 
26 65.8 
9 65. 3> 
11 65.3> 
26 65. 3- 
13 64.8* 
16 62. 7> 
3 61121 
18 61i2' 
32 61.2/ 
26 60.7> 
23 60.2' 
6 59.2- 
19 58.7/ 
_        lT..4-.<4-<.«    ir_- 
Food Seleot 
I 
Nutrition Knowledge Test higher than 
Food Selection Cheok Sheet 
FIGURE I 
ILLUSTRATING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
BETWEEN THE INITIAL NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE TEST AND THE 
INITIAL FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET 
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trition knowledge teat to her score in the food selection check 
sheet. Tfhen a pupil ranked lower on the nutrition knowledge test 
than she did on her food selection check sheet, red was used. A glance 
at the diagram shows that there are many lines of this type, clearly re- 
vealing that many pupils with poor nutrition knowledge select nutritious 
food; these have good food selection habits. The frequent intersecting 
of the lines connecting the scores make it evident that some negative 
correlation is present.  If there were perfect negative correlation, the 
lines in the diagram would spread out fanwise, and would interseot at 
a point.  The lines show a slight tendency toward this formation. 
To determine the relationship between the final nutrition knowledge 
test and the final food selection oheok sheet the same method was employ- 
ed as for the correlation between the initial test. Table 11, appendix, 
shows the coefficient of correlation to be .19, a positive, but negli- 
gible correlation.  Table 1 summarizes these correlations. 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OP COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION FOR NUTRITION 
KNOWLEDGE TEST AND FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET 
Correlation 
between 
RHO S E_ 
T 
Knowledge Test 
and       -.34   .19   -.3542   .1986  2.16  *.16 
Check Sheet 
I  Correlation between initial nutrition knowledge test and oheok 
sheet. 
F Correlation between final nutrition knowledge test and check 
sheet. 
S E Standard error of r. 
tUPIL FINAL KNOWLEDGE TEST FINAL FOOD SELECTION 
2 
29 
35 
14 
20 
IS 
54 
1 
17 
4 
12 
11 
24 
25 
50 
5 
28 
27 
10 
6 
7 
22 
9 
8 
51 
5 
25 
26 
21 
19 
15 
52 
16 
18 
  Nutrition Knowledge Teat lower than 
Food Selection Check Sheet 
 Nutrition Knowledge Test higher  than 
Food Seleotion Check Sheet 
FIGURE 2 
ILLUSTRATING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF COEFFICIENT OF CORRELA- 
TION BETWEEN THE FINAL KNOWLEDGE TEST AND THE FINAL 
FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET 
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An examination of Figure 2, showing mostly scattered connections, 
makes it evident that almost no correlation whatever is present in the 
group which includes all pupils, both those who already had good or 
fairly good, food habits, and those who had habits needing improvement. 
About seven pupils did show a perfect, or nearly perfect correlation, 
bur because of the greater number who did not, their correlations do 
not add weight to the resulting calculations for the whole group. 
Table II considers the significance of the difference of the 
coefficients of correlation between the initial and final tests and 
check sheets. 
TABLE II 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCE OF THE COEFFICIENTS 
OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE INITIAL AND FINAL 
NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE TEST AND FOOD SELECTION 
CHECK SHEET 
Knowledge Test 
and Cheok Sheet S E S E 
diff 
Critical 
Ratio 
Final .1986 t .16 
Initial -.3542 *-   .15 
Difference .5528 I .22 2.5 
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To determine the atandard error of r, the following formulae were 
used: 
<5E~ 
/-   A/ 
TIT 
To find the reliability of the differenoej 
To find the critioal ratios 
In the latter formula, D ia the difference between the tiro coef- 
fioienta of correlation and SE,.„ ia the atandard error of the dif- 
diff 
ferenoe of the tiro oorrelations* 
By caloulation, the difference between the ooeffioienta of corre- 
lation of the initial and final nutrition knowledge teat and the food 
selection check aheet ia .5528, and atandard error of the difference, 
1.22.  Thia difference provea to be 2.5 timea the atandard error of the 
Q 
difference. It ia aeen in Table XIX in Tiega and Crawford that the 
ohanoee are 160 to 1 that there ia a true differnoe in favor of the fi- 
nal reiulta within the whole group. Aooording to these educatora thia 
ratio should be well up toward three (although UCall uaee 2.78) as the 
point in order to yield what is called "practical certainty" that the 
difference ia real rather than due to chance factors of sampling for a 
given group. 
Ernest W. Tiega, and Claude C. Crawford, Statiatica for Tea- 
chers (Boston: Houghton Uifflin Company, 1930), 173T 
Ibid., p. 178. 
7 ~ 
Loo, oit. 
8 
Ibid., p. 137. 
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Although the difference in the coefficient* of correlation 
between the initial and final nutrition knowledge tests and the food 
•eleotion oheolc sheets ia low for significance, yet there was a gain 
in knowledge of nutrition and an improvement in individual pupil's 
food selection habits as shown in Table III appendix.  Consideration 
of the group as a whole obscured certain faots pertinent to the problem. 
Wren aooount is taken of the individual pupils and their food seleotion 
habits rated as very good, good, fair and poor, certain improvements ia 
individual food selection habits are apparent. One pupil was seen to be 
already selecting a very good diet before the teaching program was under- 
taken so that improvement was not possible for her; others were select- 
ing a good diet so that only slight improvement was possible for them. 
Analysis of Table IV appendix, shows that before the teaohing pro- 
gram was begun, the food selection habits of the majority of tenth and 
eleventh grades were only fair. A summary of this table in Figure 3, 
alludes to the fact that 1 person or 2.9 per cent rated as very good; 
12 or 35.3 per cent rated as good; 14 or 41.2 per cent rated as fair; 
and 7 or 20.6 per cent as poor. After the classes had been taught, the 
diets were improved to the extent of 6 or 17.7 per oent were rated as 
very good; 19 or 55.0 per cent were rated as good; 4 or 11.8 per oent 
were tated as fair and 5 or 14.7 per cent were still rated as poor. 
INITIAL FINAL 
Very Good 
Good 
Pair 
Poor 
1 or 2,9% 
12 or 35.3# 
14 or 41.2# 
7 or 20.6JS 
6 or 17.7# 
19 or 55.9# 
4 or 11.8£ 
5 or 14.7# 
I 
foor "Fai? Good      Very CJood 
Rating of Food Selection Habits Prior to Cour»e 
Rating of Food Selection Habits Following Course 
FIGURE 3 
PER CENT OF STUDENTS TOO IMPROVED IN THE RATING 
IN FOOD SELECTION HABITS FROM THE INITIAL TO 
THE FINAL CHECK AS INFLUENCED BY THE 
TEACHING PROGRAM 
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Very great changes in some oases may be explained in that the 
individual gave herself an unnusually low rating on the initial food 
•election oheok sheet. It may be well to note here that when the stu- 
dents were questioned regarding their poor rating, they admitted that 
they avoided all foods that they considered "fattening", even when they 
liked the foods. Very small changes, either favorable or unfavorable, 
may be due as much to inconsistency as to actual influence of the 
teaching. 
Table III shows the gain in average per cent in seleotion of food 
from the initial to the final check sheet. To oompile this table it was 
neoessary to calculate the average number of pupils who checked each 
item in oolumn "A" and in column "S". 
To secure a clearer picture of the findings, the per cents of the 
classified foods in each column were grouped together, i. e., oarbonated 
beverages, cocoa, ooffee, buttermilk, sweetmilk and tea were discussed 
under the heading "Beverages". Table III, based on Tables V and VI in the 
appendix, and Figure 4 show the results. For food selected "Always," the 
greatest changes in the selection of food were made in Dairy Produots, 
Breads, Meats and Vegetables. It is interesting to note that the foods 
marked Fruits, Miscellaneous and Soup all had a high average per cent 
on the initial test, hence these per cents would not be expedted to show 
evident gains in the final analysis. 
On the initial check sheet in the Column headed "Sometimes" the 
foods that were ranked high were Be#erages, Breads and Dairy Products. 
In eaoh oase the per oent loss in the final check sheet; and the simul- 
taneous increase in the cheok under "Always", shows an improvement in 
proper food selection habits. A review of the "Food" section of the 
"Foods for Defense" booklet will show that the foods which were finally 
TABLE III 
GAINS IN AVERAGE PER CENT IN SELECTION OF FOODS 
FROM INITIAL TO FINAL FOOD SELECTION 
CHECK SHEET 
Foods Selected Initial Final Gain 
Beveragea 29.3 48.3 19.0 
Breads 54.3 77.9 25.6 
Cereals 15.6 33.4 17*8 
Dairy Produota 60.7 76.7 26.0 
Deeaerte 63.6 81.1 17.6 
Fish 27 .0 56.1 9.1 
Fruit 63.3 78.0 14.7 
Meat 62.2 74.6 22.3 
Miacellaneoua 66.6 74.8 8.2 
Vegetables 36.9 64.0 18.1 
Soup 63.0 81.3 17.3 
M 
M 
HHOiao<ooii)d>oo>aoioQ 
Soup 
Vegetable* 
Miscellaneous 
Meat 
Fruit* 
Pish 
Desserts 
Dairy Products 
Cereals 
Breads 
Beverages 
fc 
il 
$$ o o 
• e 
• • 
a a 
•a -o 
o o o o 
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eeleoted more often were those which were discussed,   then prepared 
and eaten by the studente  in the laboratory periods. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Does the knowledge of nutrition influenoe the food selection ha- 
bits of high school students? Secondly, where should greater emphasis 
be placed in the nutrition program to strengthen weaknesses in food 
selection habitsT In an endeavor to answer these questions, the writer 
undertook this study. 
A group of thirty-four secondary school pupils were tested on 
their nutrition knowledge, and on their food selection habits.  They were 
taught a course in nutrition, and at its completion, similarly retested. 
In answer to the first question proposed, namely, does a know- 
ledge of nutrition influenoe the food selection habits of high sohool 
students, the data revealed that before the "Poods for Defense" course 
was given the relationship between the nutrition knowledge and the kinds 
of nutritious foods selected by the entire group was negative. After 
the course was given and the entire group had inoreased its nutrition 
knowledge, this relationship shifted from negative to positive. When 
the difference of the coefficients of correlation was tested, the result 
was almost significant. Moreover, an analysis of data for the indivi- 
dual student, shows that a number did improve their food selection habits 
to a marked degree* 
In answer to the second question, where should greater emphasis 
be plaoed in the nutrition program to strengthen weaknesses in food se- 
lection habits, the data revealed that foods which were selected more 
frequently after the course in nutrition was given wore those which were 
as 
discuased then prepared and eaten by the students in the laboratory 
period. Prom this eonolusion it it obvious that wherever weakness** 
in food seleotion habits occur greater emphasis should be placed upon 
aotual preparation of the food by the student, followed by a discussion 
of the benefits derived therefrosw 
Prom these considerations, the writer reoommends the followingj 
1. TThen a course of this type as discussed in this study, is 
given to secondary school pupils, that stress be plaoed upon prepara- 
tion of protective foods in the laboratory. Pupils' changes in food 
seleotion habits tended to oenter around those foods which were prepared 
in the laboratory. 
2. Since a marked change had taken place in the food seleotion 
habits of the pupils during the limited time of this experiment, the 
author feels that the results would have shown statistical significance 
for the group had the oourse been conducted over a longer period of time. 
In view of this fact, it is reoomriended that a course in nutrition be 
extended over a longer period of time than was devoted to it in this 
study. 
3. This experiment should be carried out with students of a 
different grade level, or with adults, who would be more oonoerned 
about their health and proper food seleotion habits than tenth and ele- 
venth grade students who tend to select foods more for vanity's sake 
than for health's sake. 
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TABLE  I 
COEFFICIENT  OF CORRELATION FOR INITIAL 
NUTRITION  KNOWLEDGE TEST AND  THE 
INITIAL FOOD SELECTION 
CHECK  SHEET 
Student Score In Soore in Rank in Rank in Difference Difference 
Number Test I Check S Teat I Check  S in Rank Squared 
1 72 72 27.6 30.0 2.6 6.2 
2 79 65 34.0 19.5 14.6 210.2 
3 61 65 5.5 19.5 14.0 196.0 
4 72 64 27.5 16.0 11.5 132.3 
6 71 50 25.5 7.0 18.6 342.2 
6 60 26 1.6 1.0 0.5 0.2 
7 68 48 20.0 5.0 15.0 226.0 
8 66 65 13.5 19.6 6.0 36.0 
9 66 36 10.6 2.0 8.5 72.2 
10 67 44 16.0 4.0 12.0 144.0 
11 65 88 10.5 34.0 23.5 652.2 
12 76 54 32.5 9.5 23.0 529.0 
IS 65 65 10.5 19.5 9.0 81.0 
14 68 66 20.0 23.0 3.0 9.0 
16 63 76 8.0 31.0 23.0 529.0 
16 68 57 20.0 11.5 8.6 72.2 
17 75 67 31.0 11.6 19.6 380.2 
18 61 67 6.5 25.5 20.0 400.0 
19 69 78 1.6 32.6 31.0 961.0 
20 74 64 29.6 16.0 13.5 182.2 
21 69 64 24.0 16.0 8.0 64.0 
22 69 51 23.0 8.0 15.0 226.0 
28 60 68 3.0 27.0 24.0 676.0 
24 67 60 16.0 13.0 3.0 9.0 
26 66 67 13.6 25.6 12.0 144.0 
26 61 71 5.5 28.5 23.5 529.0 
27 74 62 29.5 14.5 14.6 210.2 
28 66 78 10.5 32.6 22.0 484.0 
29 67 43 16.0 3.0 13.0 169.0 
80 68 66 30.0 23.0 7.0 49.0 
81 68 71 20.0 28.5 8.5 72.2 
82 61 66 5.5 23.0 17.6 306.2 
38 71 49 25.6 6.0 19.6 380.2 
34 76 54 32.5 9.5 23.0 529.0 
N    34 
Sum of differences squared 8806.8 
RHO    -.34 
r        -.3542 
TABLE II 
COEFFICIENT  OF CORRELATION FOR FINAL NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE 
TEST AND FINAL FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET 
Student Score in Seore in Bank in Rank in Difference Difference 
Number Teat I Check S Test F Check in Rank Squared 
26.0 80 78 27.6 22.6 5.0 
83 76 34.0 18.0 16.0 256.0 
73 78 10.6 22.6 12.0 144.0 
79 80 24.5 27.5 3.0 9.0 
77 66 19.0 6.0 13.0 169.0 
74 41 14.0 2.0 12.0 144.0 
74 69 14.0 7.6 6.6 42.0 
™ 73 76 12.0 18.0 6.0 36.0 
74 36 14.0 1.0 13.0 169.0 
10 74 60 14.0 4.0 10.0 100.0 
11 78 81 22.0 29.0 7.5 56.2 
12 79 
« 
24.6 3.0 21.5 462.2 
13 80 27.6 25.5 2.0 4.0 
14 81 76 30.5 18.0 12.5 166.2 
16 69 81 6.5 29.6 24.6 600.2 
16 68 77 2.6 20.0 17.6 306.2 
17 80 79 27.6 25.5 2.0 4.0 
18 62 71 1.0 11.0 10.0 100.0 
19 69 61 5.6 9.0 3.5 12.2 
20 81 74 30.5 14.6 16.0 266.0 
21 70 68 7.0 10.0 3.0 9.0 
22 74 69 14.0 7.5 6.5 42.2 
23 71 80 8.5 27.6 19.0 361.0 
24 T8 78 22.0 22.5 0.6 0.2 
26 78 78 22.0 22.6 0.5 0.2 
26 71 86 8.5 33.0 24.5 600.2 
27 76 76 17.0 16.0 11.0 1.0 
28 76 72 18.0 18.6 5.6 30.2 
29 84 64 32.6 5.0 26.6 650.0 
30 77 73 20.6 14.6 6.6 30.2 
31 72 83 10.6 31.6 21.0 441.0 
32 68 72 2.5 12.6 10.0 100.0 
33 84 89 32.6 34.0 1.5 2.2 
34 80 83 27.6 31.6 4.0 16.0 
I      34 
SUM of differences squared 5336.0 ■ 
RHO .19 
r .1986 
TABLE III 
Cant 
39 
PER CENT GAINS AND LOSSES IN NUTRITION KNOWLEDGE 
TEST AND POOD SELECTION  CHECK SHEET 
Gain Loss "sm 
•cue Sheet 
LOBS 
36 
33 
30 
27 1 
24 
21                                                                                         1 
18                                                                                         2 
16 3 1 
12 3 
9 T 1 
6 10 2 
3 7 
4. 
TABLE IV 
INDIVIDUAL PER CENT RESULTS AND RATING OF INITIAL AND FLUX 
FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET 
Pupil Initial final 
Number        Per Cent            Rating            Per Cent Rating 
1 72                       0                         78 0 
2 66                       1 f                         76 a s 65                       1 r                 78 e 
4 64                       1 r                 so e 
5 50                       3 P                         56 F 
< 26                       1 P                         40 P 
7 48                       ] P                         69 F 
8 65                       1 f                         76 0 
9 35                       ] P                         35 P 
10 44                       1 3                         60 P 
11 88                     T .a                  81 v.o 
12 54                       1 r                 44 p 
13 65                       1 1                         79 0 
14 66                       ( 1                         76 0 
16 76                       ( t                         81 v.o 
16 57                       I t                         77 0 
17 57                       1 r                 79 a 
It 67                       C \                        71 0 
19 78                       C \                         61 F 
20 64                       1 }                         74 a 
21 64                       1 f                         68 0 
22 51                       1 '                         59 F 
23 68                       G f                         80 0 
24 60                       1 >                         78 0 
26 67                       G f                         78 0 
26 71                       G 86 T.O 
27 62                       1 76 0 
28 78                       G 72 0 
29 43                       1 '                         54 F 
30 66                       G 84 0 
31 71                   a 83 v.o 
32 66               a 72 0 
33 49                       1 I                         89 Y.G 
34 54                       I 83 7.0 
T.O    - Very Good Food Seleo tion Habit*,  over 81jC 
  
0    - Good Food Selection Habita,  between 665 »nd 805 
F   - Fair Bood Selection Habits, between 515 and 665 
F   - Poor Food Selection Habits, between 0% and 50% 
TABLE V 
PER CENTS OBTAINED FROM FINAL FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET 
(continued) 
FOOD — A ■i s ■ i A B FOOD A s N 0 
Meat Vegetables 
iaparagua Beef and Veal 56 29 15 
Brains 6 21 32 41 Beans 
Hamburger 82 15 3 Lima 65 27 9 
Hot Dog 65 32 3 Kidney 24 32 29 15 6-; 
Kidney 12 18 59 12 Navy 18 38 15 29 
Heart 6 32 41 12 Soy 18 9 18 56 
Liver 32 21 47 String 53 38 9 
Roast 68 32 Beets 41 41 18 
Steak 88 12 Brooooli 27 21 47 6 
Stew 50 47 3 Brussels Sprouts 24 41 29 6 1 Sweetbreads 21 24 12 44 Cabbage 35 50 15 
Tongue 15 15 59 12 Carrots 
Cauliflower 
66 
24 
27 
27 
9 
50 
, i 
Mutton and Lamb Celery 71 27 3 
Chop* 76 15 9 Corn 77 18 6 
Roast 70 21 9 Eggplant 12 38 47 3 
Stew 32 56 12 Endive 6 27 12 56 
Kale 27 38 29 6 
Pork Lettuce 66 35 
Baoon 65 27 9 Mushrooms 24 21 63 3 
Chop* 86 12 3 Okra S 12 18 68 
Ham 71 29 Onions 53 29 18 
Roast 74 24 3 Parsnips 3 38 53 6 
Pudding 12 26 15 47 Peaa 59 32 9 
Sauaage 47 44 9 Peppera 
Pimentoes 
21 
21 
38 
32 
41 
38 
9 
Poultry Produota Potatoes,Irish 77 24 
Chicken 91 9 Potatoes, Sweet 77 24 
Duok 47 32 18 3 Rhubarb 29 24 44 
Igga 47 44 9 Romaine 6 16 79 
Turkey 88 9 8 Squash 
Spinach 
9 
47 
24 
35 
66 
18 
3 
Miaoellaneoua Sauerkraut 59 18 18 6 
Nute 74 27 Tomatoes 85 16 
Candy 86 16 Turnips 3 32 65 
Jellies 59 41 Turnip Greens 15 65 21 
Piokled Producta 50 44 6 Water Cresa 9 26 29 35 
Preserves 65 32 3 
Soup 
Clear Broth 
Cream 
Vegetable 
65 
47 
77 
21 
29 
18 
12 
24 
6 
3 
6a. 
TABLE V 
PER CENTS OBTAINED FROM INITIAL FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEETS 
FOOT^^^^^^ 
56 41 
TX, ̂tk- FOOD 
Fiah 
Canned fiah 44 47 
Beverages 
Carbonated 89 
Coooa 35 62 3 Claaa 15 24 47 15 
Coffee 27 41 32 Craba 41 26 26 7 
Buttermilk 3 18 62 18 Lobsters 18 15 44 24 
Sweet Millc 50 38 12 Freah Fiah 38 41 21 
Tea 24 74 3 Salted Fiah 18 26 50 6 
Smoked Fiah 12 29 44 16 
Bread* Oyatere 29 21 44 6 
Hot Bread 
Biacuite 50 50 Fruit 
Cora Bread 35 41 21 3 Applea 74 26 
Muffina 56 44 Apricots 44 41 15 
Roll* 71 29 Bananas 85 16 
Waffles 77 21 2 Berries 
Unite Bread 66 26 9 Blue berriea 56 38 3 3 
Whole Wheat 32 50 18 Blaok berriea 
Raapberriea 
65 
56 
32 
41 
3 
3 
Cereals Cantaloup© 71 18 12 
Cream of Wheat 18 44 36 3 Cherriea 74 24 2 
Cornmeal mush 3 6 53 38 Cranberriea 44 44 12 
Oatmeal 21 47 32 Datea 47 35 15 3 
Shredded Wheat 15 62 21 3 Figa 27 44 27 3 
Prepared Cereala 21 71 9 Grapefruit 
Orapea 
56 
71 
29 
27 
16 
3 
Dairy Produota Oranges 77 21 3 
Butter 79 18 3 Pineapple 82 12 6 
Cheese 38 51 9 Peara 65 29 6 
Cream 35 53 12 Peaohes 
Plums 
65 
65 
35 
32 3 
Deaaerts Raisins 
Strawberries 
41 
79 
44 
21 
16 
Sake 82 18 
Custard 41 53 6 Watermelon 85 9 6 
Frozen Sherbet 56 35 9 
Gelatin 44 47 9 
Ioe Cream 88 12 
Puddings 65 35 
Piea 74 26 
6. 
TABLE V] 
PER CENTS OBTAINED PROM FINAL FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET 
Beverages: 
Carbonated beverages 
0 ■ V 
Fish; 
_&. s JL "T" 
62 38 Canned fish 50 38 12 
Cocoa 69 41 Clams 15 44 32 9 
Coffee 38 32 29 Crafcs 56 18 24 3 
Buttermilk 15 12 62 12 Lobsters 21 35 32 12 
Sweet Milk 71 24 6 Fresh Fish 56 32 12 Tea 38 56 3 3 Salted Fish 35 27 35 3 
Smoked Fish 27 38 27 9 
Breads: 
Hot Bread 
Oysters 29 29 38 3 
Bisouits 83 15 Fruits: 
Corn bread 62 24 12 3 Apples 82 18 
Muffin* 82 18 Aprioots 71 21 9 
Rolla 88 12 Bananas 91 6 3 
Waffles 91 3 6 Berries: 
White Bread 82 18 Blue Berfies 74 21 6 
'.'.■hole wheat 56 32 9 2 Black Berriei 
Raspberries 
79 
79 
18 
21 
3 
Cereals t 
29 44 27 
Cantaloupe 
Cherries 
74 
91 
18 
9 
9 
Cream of Wheat 
Cornmeal Mush 18 27 50 6 Cranberries 65 29 6 
Oatmeal 35 41 27 Dates 71 21 6 3 
Shredded Wheat 38 32 27 3 Figs 47 35 15 3 
Prepared Cereals 47 47 6 Grapefruit 
Grapes 
65 
86 
29 
15 
6 
Dairy Produots: 
Butter 97 3 
Orange 
Pineapple 
86 
88 
12 
12 
3 
Cheese 68 21 6 Pears 85 15 
Cream 65 21 15 Peaches 
Plums 
85 
79 
15 
21 
Desserts: 
88 6 6 
Raisins 
Strawberries 
66 26 
88 12 " "flake 
Custard 74 21 6 Watermelon 88 3 9 
Frozen Sherbert 68 26 6 
Qelatin 71 23 6 
Ice Cream 94 6 
Puddings 82 15 3 
Pies 91 9 
6a. 
TABLE VI 
PER CENTS BBTAINED FROM FINAL FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET 
(oontinued) 
FOOD"™ ' 
Meat: 
Beef and Veal 
A  S N o    ' F66B 
Vegetables: 
ASH 0 
Brains 9 
Asparagus 
Beans 
71 18 12 
Hamburger 88 12 Lima 65 29  6 
Hot Dog 
Kidney 
71 29 Kidney 50 32 18 
41 27 26 6     Navy 47 37 12 9 
Heart 35 38 24 3     Soy 15 21 18 47 Lirer 
Roast 
69 18 
91  9 
24 String 
Beets 
82 18  9 
68 27  6 
Steak 97  3 Broccoli 47 27 26 
Stew 82 15 3 Bruasel sprout 50 24 27 
Sweetbread* 24 27 21 29   Cabbage 62 32  6 
Tongue 21 32 44 3   Carrots 68 27  6 
Mutton and Lamb 
Chops 
Cauliflower 41 29 29 
85 15 Celery 91  6  3 
Roast 85  9 3 3   Corn 88 12 
Stew 
Pork 
Baoon 
65 32 3 Eggplant 32 24 41 3 
Endive 24 21 29 27 
79 18 3 Kale 44 24 32 
Chops 
Ham 
88 12 Lettuce 82 18 
94  6 Mushrooms 41 41 18 
Roast 91 18 Okra 12 15 35 38 
Pudding 50 24 18 9   Onions 77 15  9 
Sausage 71 21 9 Parsnips 32 27 41 
Poultry Products 
100 
Peaa 
Peppers 
91  9 
56 18 27 Chicken' 
Duok 59 21 15 6   Pimentoes 38 32 29 
Hm 68 24 9 Potatoes, Irish91  9 
Turkey 91  6 3 Potatoes 91  3  6 
Rhubarb 47 27 24 3 
Romaine 15 12 29 44 
Miscellaneous: 
91  6 2 
Squash 
spinach 
24 38 35 
50 15  6 
3 
tiuts 
Candy 82 18 Sauerkraut 66 21 15 
Jellies 76 27 3 Tomatoes 94  6 
Piokled Products 53 41 6 Turnips 47 29 24 
Preserves 77 24 Turnip Greens 18 18 38 27 
Tater Cress 27 27 32 16 
Soup; 
Clear Broth 85  6  9 
Cream 68 15 18 
Vegetable 91  6  3 
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OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING TESTS OF MENTAL ABILITY 
By ARTHUR S. OTIS 
Formerly Development Specialut wilh Advisory Board, General Slafl, United Sttta War Department 
HIGHER EXAMINATION: FORM A 
For High Schools and Colleges Score  
Read this page.    Do what it tells you to do. 
Do not open this paper, or turn it over, until you are told to do so.    Fill these blanks, giving your 
name, age, birthday, etc.    Write plainly. 
Name. 
First name, initial, and last t 
Birthday Class. 
Month Day 
. Age last birthday years 
Date 19... . 
School or College City. 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here is a 
sample question already answered correctly.    Notice how the question is answered : 
Which one of the five words below tells what an apple is? 
1 flower,       2 tree,       3 vegetable,       4 fruit,        5 animal ( ^ ) 
The right answer, of course, is "fruit"; so the word "fruit" is underlined. And the word "fruit" 
is No. 4; so a figure 4 is placed in the parentheses at the end of the dotted line. This is the way you 
are to answer the questions. 
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just draw a line under it and then 
put its number in the parentheses: 
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north ? 
1 pole,       2 equator,       3 south,       4 east,       5 west (       ) 
The answer, of course, is "south"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "south" and 
put a figure 3 in the parentheses.    Try this one: 
A foot is to a man and a paw is to a cat the same as a hoof is to a — what? 
1 dog,        2 horse,        3 shoe,        4 blacksmith,        5 saddle (       ) 
The answer, of course, is "horse"; so you should have drawn a line under the word "horse" and 
put a figure 2 in the parentheses.    Try this one: 
At four cents each, how many cents will 6 pencils cost? (       ) 
The answer, of course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline; so just put the 24 in the parentheses. 
If the answer to any question is a number or a letter, put the number or letter in the parentheses 
without underlining anything.    Make all letters like printed capitals. 
The test contains 75 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the 
best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to 
get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend 
too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner 
after the test begins.'  Lay your pencil down. 
Do net turn Ms page until you are told to begin. 
FltHTED IN U.I.A. 
Publiahed by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 9196 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Copyright 1999 by World Book Company.    Copyright in Great Britain.   AU n«(tf. rumtd.   OSATMA : u: A-.61 
«W This test is copyrighted.    The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
The opposite of awkward is (?) 
i strong,   2 pretty,    3 short,   4 graceful,    5 swift  
A mother is always (?) than her daughter. 
1 wiser,    2 taller,   3 stouter,   4 older,    5 more wrinkled  
Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb ? 
s   A   lliiher   A 
The 
burnt child dreads the fire. 
1. Frivolity flourishes when authority is absent. 
2. Unhappy experiences teach us to be careful. 
3. A thing must be tried before we know its value. 
4. A meal is judged by the dessert. 
5. Small animals never play in the presence of large ones. 
6. Children suffer more from heat than grown people. 
30. Which statement above explains this proverb?    "When the cat is away, the mice will play." 
31. Which statement above explains this proverb?   "The proof of the pudding is in the eating." 
32. If the settlement of a difference is made by mutual concession, it is called a (?) 
1 promise,    2 compromise,   3 injunction,   4 coercion,    5 restoration  
33. What is related to disease as carefulness is to accident ? 
1 doctor,    2 surgery,   3 medicine,   4 hospital,    5 sanitation  
34. Of the five things l>elow, four are alike in a certain way.     Which is the one not like these four? 
1 smuggle,    2 steal,   3 bribe,   4 cheat,     5 sell  
35. If 10 boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 4 pounds, how 
many pounds do all the apples weigh ?     
36. The opposite of hope is (?) 
1 faith,    2 misery,    3 sorrow,   4 despair,    5 hate  
37. If all the odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were crossed out, what would be the tenth 
letter not crossed out ?    Print it.    Do not mark the alphabet. 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  
38. What letter in the word SUPERFLUOUS is the same number in the word (counting from the 
beginning) as it is in the alphabet ?    Print it  
39. What people say about a person constitutes his (?) 
1 character,    2 gossip,   3 reputation,   4 disposition,   5 personality  
40. If 2^ yards of cloth cost 30 cents, how many cents will 10 yards cost?  
41. If the words below were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the second 
word of the sentence begin ?   Make it like a printed capital. 
same   means   big    large    the    as  
42. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) George is older than Frank. 
James is older than George.    Frank is younger than James. 
1 true,    2 false,   3 not certain  
43. Suppose the first and second letters in the word CONSTITUTIONAL were interchanged, also the 
third and fourth letters, the fifth and sixth, etc. Print the letter that would then be the twelfth 
letter counting to the right  
44. One number is wrong in the following series.    What should that number be? 
0 1    3   6    10    15    21    28   34  
45. If 4^ yards of cloth cost 90 cents, how many cents will 2$ yards cost ? '  
46. A man's influence in a community should depend upon his (?) 
1 wealth,    2 dignity,    3 wisdom,    4 ambition,    5 political power  
47. What is related to few as ordinary is to exceptional ? 
1 none,    2 some,   3 many,    4 less,   5 more  
48. The opposite of treacherous is ( ?) 
1 friendly,    2 brave,   3 wise,   4 cowardly,   5 loyal  
49. Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four ? 
1 good,    2 large,   3 red,    4 walk,    5 thick  
50. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) Some of Brown's friends are 
Baptists.    Some of Brown's friends are dentists.   Some of Brown's friends are Baptist dentists. 
1 true,    2 false,   3 not certain  
51. How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word LARGEST, using 
any letter any number of times? 
great,   stagger,   grasses,    trestle,   struggle,   rattle,   garage,    strangle  
52. The statement that the moon is made of green cheese is (?) 
1 absurd,    2 misleading,    3 improbable,    4 unfair,    5 wicked  
1.1        Do not stop.   Go on with the next page. 
I 
B.A.I ll.br,: A 
EXAMINATION BEGINS HERE: 
I. The opposite of hate is (?) 
i enemy,    2 fear,    3 love,   4 friend,    5 joy  
2. If 3 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents?. 
3. A bird does not always have (?) • 
1 wings,    2 eyes,   3 feet,    4 a nest,    5 a bill  
The opposite of honor is (?) 
1 glory,    2 disgrace,   3 cowardice,    4 tear.    5 defeat. 
5. A fox most resembles a (?) 
1 wolf,    2 goat,   3 pig,    4 tiger,   scat  
'6. Quiet is related to sound in the same way that darkness is related to (?) 
1 a cellar,    2 sunlight,   3 noise,   4 stillness,    5 loud >•• 
7. A party consisted of a man and his wife, his two sons and their wives, and four children in 
each son's family.    How many were there in the party?.  
8. A tree always has (?) 
1 leaves,    2 fruit,   3 buds,    4 roots,    5 a shadow  
11. 
9. The opposite of economical is (?) 
1 cheap,    2 stingy,   3 extravagant,    4 value,    5 rich  
o.  Silver Ls more costly than iron because it is (?) 
1 heavier,    2 scarcer,   3 whiter,   4 harder,    5 prettier  
Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb ?    " The early 
bird catches the worm."  
1. Don't do the impossible. 
2. Weeping is bad for the eyes. 
3. Don't worry over troubles before they cpme. 
4. Early birds like worms best. 
• 5.  Prompt persons often secure advantages over tardy ones. 
6.  It is foolish to fret about things we can't help. 
12. Which statement above tells the meaning of this proverb?    "Don't cry over spilt milk.". 
13. Which statement above explains this proverb?   "Don't cross a bridge till you get to it.". 
14. An electric light is related to a candle as an automobile is to (?) 
1 a carriage,   2 electricity,    3 a tire,   4 speed,    5 glow  
15. If a boy can run at the rate of 6 feet in | of a second, how many feet can he run in 10 seconds? 
16. A meal always involves (?) 
1 a table,    2 dishes,   3 hunger,   4 food,    S water  
17. Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way.   Which is the one not like these four? 
1 bend,    2 shave,   3 chop,   4 whittle,   5 shear  
18. The opposite of never is (?) 
1 often,    2 sometimes,    3 occasionally,   4 always,    5 frequently  
19. A clock is related to time as a thermometer is to (?) 
1 a watch,    2 warm,   3 a bulb,   4 mercury,    5 temperature  
20. Which word makes the truest sentence?    Men are (?) shorter than their wives. 
1 always,    2 usually,    3 much,   4 rarely,   5 never  
II, One number is wrong in the following series.    What should that number be? 
i4*53647596 9  
22. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?)     All members of this club are 
Republicans.    Smith is not a Republican.   Smith is a member of this club. 
1 true,   2 false,    3 not certain  
23. A contest always has (?) 
1 an umpire,   2 opponents,   3 spectators,   4 applause,    5 victory  
24. Which number in this series appears a second time nearest the beginning? 
645378°95988o5473o80 «  
25. The moon is related to the earth as the earth is to (?) 
1 Mars,    2 the sun,   3 clouds,   4 stars,   5 the universe  
26. Which word makes the truest sentence?    Fathers are (?) wiser than their sons. 
1 always,    2 usually,   3 much,   4 rarely,    5 never  
I*] 
27. The opposite of awkward is (?) 
i strong,    2 pretty,   3 short,   4 graceful,    5 swift  ( 
28. A mother is always (?) than her daughter. 
1 wiser,    2 taller,   3 stouter,   4 older,    5 more wrinkled     ( 
29. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb?    "The 
burnt child dreads the fire."     ( 
1. Frivolity flourishes when authority is absent. 
2. Unhappy experiences teach us to be careful. 
3. A thing must be tried before we know its value. 
4. A meal is judged by the dessert. 
5. Small animals never play in the presence of large ones. 
6. Children suffer more from heat than grown people. 
30. Which statement above explains this proverb?    "When the cat is away, the mice will play." 
31. Which statement above explains this proverb?   "The proof of the pudding is in the eating." 
32. If the settlement of a difference is made by mutual concession, it is called a (?) 
1 promise,    2 compromise,   3 injunction,   4 coercion,    5 restoration  
33. What is related to disease as carefulness is to accident ? 
1 doctor,    2 surgery,    3 medicine,   4 hospital,    5 sanitation  
34. Of the five things below, four are alike in a certain way.     Which is the one not like these four ? 
1 smuggle,    2 steal,   3 bribe,    4 cheat,    5 sell  
35. If 10 boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 4 pounds, how 
many pounds do all the apples weigh ?     
36. The opposite of hope is (?) 
1 faith,    2 misery,   3 sorrow,   4 despair,    5 hate  
37. If all the odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were crossed out, what would be the tenth 
letter not crossed out ?   Print it.    Do not mark the alphabet. 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  
38. What letter in the word SUPERFLUOUS is the same number in the word (counting from the 
beginning) as it is in the alphabet ?   Print it  
39. What people say about a person constitutes his (?) 
1 character,    2 gossip,   3 reputation,   4 disposition,   5 personality  
40. If 2$ yards of cloth cost 30 cents, how many cents will 10 yards cost?  
41. If the words below were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter would the second 
word of the sentence begin?   Make it like a printed capital. 
same    means   big   large    the   as  
42. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) George is older than Frank. 
James is older than George.    Frank is younger than James. 
1 true,    2 false,   3 not certain  
43. Suppose the first and second letters in the word CONSTITUTIONAL were interchanged, also the 
third and fourth letters, the fifth and sixth, etc. Print the letter that would then be the twelfth 
letter counting to the right  
44. One number is wrong in the following series.   What should that number be? 
0 1    3   6    10   15    21    28   34  
45. If 4.} yards of cloth cost 90 cents, how many cents will 2^ yards cost? '  
46. A man's influence in a community should depend upon his (?) 
1 wealth,    2 dignity,    3 wisdom,   4 ambition,    5 political power  
47. What is related to few as ordinary is to exceptional ? 
1 none,    2 some,   3 many,   4 less,   5 more  
48. The opposite of treacherous is (?) 
1 friendly,    2 brave,   3 wise,   4 cowardly,    5 loyal  
49. Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four ? 
1 good,    2 large,   3 red,   4 walk,    5 thick  
50. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) Some of Brown's friends are 
Baptists.    Some of Brown's friends aredentists.   Some of Brown's friends are Baptist dentists. 
1 true,    2 false,   3 not certain  
51. How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word LARGEST, using 
any letter any number of times? 
great,   stagger,   grasses,    trestle,   struggle,    rattle,   garage,   strangle  
52. The statement that the moon is made of green cheese is (?) 
1 absurd,    2 misleading,   3 improbable,   4 unfair,   5 wicked  
r . 1       Do not stop.   Go on with the next page. 
S. A. Hltkar i A 
10. a. A. High*   A 
Which is the one not like these four ? 53. Of the five things following, four are alike in a certain way. 
1 tar,   2 snow,   3 soot,   4 ebony,   5 coal     
54. What is related to a cube in the same way in which a circle is related to a square? 
1 circumference,    2 sphere,   3 corners,   4 solid,    5 thickness  
55. If the following words were seen on a wall by looking in a mirror on an opposite wall, which 
word would appear exactly the same as if seen directly? 
I OHIO,     2 SAW,     3 NOON,    4 MOTOR,     5 OTTO  
56. If a strip of cloth 24 inches long will shrink to 22 inches when washed, how many inches long 
will a 36-inch strip be after shrinking?  
57. Which of the following is a trait of character? 
1 personality,    2 esteem,   3 love,   4 generosity,    5 health  
58. Find the two letters in the word DOING which have just as many letters between them in the 
word as in the alphabet.   Print the one of these letters that comes first in the alphabet. 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ  
59. Revolution is related to evolution as flying is to (?) 
1 birds,    2 whirling,   3 walking,   4 wings,   5 standing  
60. One number is wrong in the following series.    What should that number be? 
1   3   9    27   81    108  
61. If Frank can ride a bicycle 30 feet while George runs 20 feet, how many feet can Frank ride 
while George runs 30 feet? .'  
62. Count each N in this series that is followed by an O next to it if the O is not followed by a T 
next to it.   Tell how many N's you count. 
NONTQMNOTMONOONQMNNOQNOTOXAMONOM  
63. A man who is averse to change and progress is said to be (?) 
1 democratic,    2 radical,   3 conservative,   4 anarchistic,    5 liberal  
64. Print the letter which is the fourth letter to the left of the letter which is midway between O 
and S in the alphabet  
65. What number is in the space which is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle? 
66. What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures as the number 8?  
67. How many spaces are there that are in any two but only two geometrical figures ?  
68. A surface is related to a line as a line is to (?) 
1 solid,    2 plane,   3 curve,   4 point,    5 string  
69. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) One cunnot become a good vio- 
linist without much practice. Charles practices much on the violin. Charles will become 
a good violinist. 
1 true,   2 false,   3 not certain  
70. If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last 
word of the sentence end ?   Print the letter as a capital. 
sincerity   traits   courtesy   character   of   desirable   and    are  
71. A man who is influenced in making a decision by preconceived opinions is said to be (?) 
1 influential,    2 prejudiced,   3 hypocritical,   4 decisive,    5 impartial  
72. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. How many pints of cream will it 
take to make 15 pints of the mixture?  
73. What is related to blood as physics is to motion ? 
1 temperature,    2 veins,   3 body,   4 physiology,    5 geography  
74. A statement the meaning of which is not definite is said to be (?) 
1 erroneous,    2 doubtful,   3 ambiguous,   4 distorted,    5 hypothetical  
75. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is } as long as the other piece, how many 
inches long must the shorter piece be?  
[4l 
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Name Grade Oat* 
DIRECTIONS:  Road the directions for eaoh part of the test, and follow 
then. Answer the easy items first; return to others later. 
You will hare exactly twenty-five minutes. 
PART I 
DIRECTIONS: Each of the statements in this section of the test has sev- 
eral completions listed with it. In the parentheses before 
each completion, place a plus (■«■) if it makes the statement 
true, and a minus (—) if it makes the statement false. 
There may be more than one correct completion. Each paren- 
theses must contain a plus or a minus. 
Example:    The composition of cheese is: 
(■*■) 1/3  water 
(—)  l/3 carbohydrate 
(+•)  1/3 fat 
(♦)  1/3 protein 
B. 
The average composition of milk is: 
( ) 1. 50# water 
( ) 2. Z.3%  protein 
( )  3. 6.3%  fat 
( ) 4. b%  oarbohydrate 
( ) 5. 9.7# mineral matter 
The simple sugars are: 
( ) 6. cellulose 
( ) 7. lactose 
( ) 8. glucose 
( ) 9. fructose 
( ) 10. suorose 
C. 
D. 
The regulating and protec ting foods include: 
I 
)' 
11. vitamines 
( 12. carbohydrates 
( ) 13. water 
( ) 14. fat 
( ) 15. cellulose 
i:ilk is a rich source of: 
( ) 16. Vitamin A 
( ) 17. Vitamin D 
( ) 18. Thiamin 
( 
( ] 
19. 
20. 
iron 
calcium 
( ) 21. aaoorbio acid 
12. 
E.     Safe milk to purchase for drinking is: 
(   )   22.  Grade A-Raw 
(   )  23.  Grade A-Raw - Homogenized 
Grade A-Pasteurized 
25. Grade B-Raw 
26. Certified 
27. Grade C 
P. Carbohydrates: 
( ) 28. Build and repair tissues 
( ) 29. Give heat and energy 
( J 30. Regulate body processes 
( ) 31. Can be stored in the body 
( ) 32. Should be oaten in excess of all other foodstuffs 
The egg is: 
( ) 33. A complete protein 
( ) 34. A good source of iron 
( ) 35. Not easily digested 
( ) 36. A good source of Vitamin A 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
Whole n 
() 
() 
grain cereals are: 
37. Rich in iron 
38. Harder to digest than refined cereals 
39. Are low in vitamins 
40. High in mineral content 
Whole wheat flour: 
( ) 41. Has laxative properties 
( ) 42. Is the same as patent flour 
( ) 43. Is similar to Graham flour 
( ) 44. Has higher nutritive value than white flour 
Fish are desirable in the diet because: 
( )  45. They supply iodine 
( ) 46. They are a protein food 
( ) 47. They contain vitamins 
( ) 48. They are high in carbohydrate 
Fruits are valuable in the diet because: 
(  ) 49. They have laxative value 
( ) 50. Stimulate the appetite 
( ) 51. Are excellent vitamin foods 
( ) 52. Supply a desirable form of sugar 
( ) 53. Lend variety to the meal 
( ) 54. Are complete protein foods 
( ) 55. They are acid-forming foods 
Glandular organ meats should be included in the diet because: 
( ) 56. They provide an economical form of animal protein 
( ) 57. They are high in carbohydrates 
( ) 58. They are excellent blood-builders 
( ) 59. They supply appreciable amounts of the vitamins. 
13 
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P. 
Vegetables should receive high consideration in the daily diet- 
ary because they : 
( ) 60. Are excellent body regulators 
( ) 61. Supply the highest percentage of energy 
( ) 62. Are low in cellulose 
( ) 63. Are good sources of vitamins and minerals 
( ) 64. Supply a high form of protein 
( ) 65. Offer variety to the diet 
( ) 66. Are espeoially useful in supplying water to the diet 
N. Water: 
67. Should not be drunk at mealtime 
68. Aids digestion 
( ) 69. Makes up 70# of our body weight 
( ) 70. Helps to regulate the body temperature 
Gelatin* 
( ) 71. Is easily digested 
( ) 72. Is a complete proteia 
( ) 73. Is high in vitamin D 
( ) 74. May be used as a substitute for meat 
The daily diet of a normally healthy individual should include at 
leastt 
( ) 75. 1 Quart of milk for children 
( ) 76. 
( ) 77. 
( ) 78. 
79. 
80. 
- 4 eggs per week 
"heavy" dessert 
serving of meat 
serving of potatoes 
servings of vegetable 
( 
( 
( ) 81. Whole grain cereals and bread 
( ) 32. 1 serving of coffee 
( ) 83. 2 servings of fruit 
Q. Vitamin C is the same as: 
( ) 84. Thiamin 
( ) 85. Ascorbic acid 
( ) 86. Niootinio acid 
( ) 87. Rlboflavin 
R. Vitamin Ct 
( ) 88. Prevents scurvy 
( ) 89. Is abundant in oitrus fruits 
( ) 90. Is stored in the body for future use 
( ) 91. Is readily destroyed by heat 
8. Vitamin C defioienoies are manifested by: bleeding gums, deoayed 
teeth and pyorrhea. In order to avoid these, we should include in 
the diet: 
( ) 92. Raw cabbage 
( ) 93. Oranges 
( ) 94. Grapefruit 
( ) 95. Butter 
I 
14, 
T. Vitamin 3 : stimulates intestines, promotes good nerve tone and 
stimulates growth. That we may profit by this we should include 
in the diet: 
( ) 96. Oranges 
( ) 97. Whole wheat bread 
( ) 98. Leafy vegetables 
( ) 99. Raisins 
U. Vitamin BgPostpones early signs of old age, and prevents nervous 
depression. To retain your "youth and beauty" eat: 
( ) 100. Liver 
( ) 101. Eggs 
( ) 102. Oranges 
( ) 103. Prunes 
V. Nightblindness, sore eyes and rough, dry skin can be prevented by 
including Vitamin A - rioh foods in the diet. Some of these are: 
( ) 104. Butter 
( ) 105. Carrots 
( ) 106. Granulated sugar 
( ) 107. Cream 
( ) 108. Egg yolk 
Straight, strong bones and teeth are due in great part, to suffi- 
cient calcium intake. High calcium foods aret 
( ) 109. Milk 
( ) 110. Liver 
( ) Ul. Maoaroni 
(  )   112.  Turnip greens 
W. 
X. Red blood cells, vital to life, need iron, 
containing iron are: 
( ) 113. Liver 
( ) 114. Egg yolk 
( ) 115. Molasses 
( ) 116. Carbonated drinks 
Carefully selected foods 
i. 
z. 
A student had been ordered by her physician to eat foods high in 
cellulose content. These foods should include: 
( ) 117. Raw vegetables 
( ) 118. Green vegetables 
( ) 119. Lean meats 
( ) 120. White potatoes 
( ) 121. Cream of wheat 
( ) 122. Cooked fruits put through a sieve 
Jerry desires to broaden his knowledge of food principles, 
should be taught that: 
( ) 123. Good food habits prevent scarlet fever 
124. Food maintains a constant body temperature 
125. Pood influences body weight 
126. Overeating increases the capacity to work 
127. Good digestion warrants bad eating habits 
He 
( ) 
11 
( ) 
IB. 
( ) 128t Food repairs broken down tissues 
( ) 129. Food promotes normal growth 
( ) 130. Appetite is a sure guide to good food selection 
L. Sara had deoided to increase her vitamin intake, because vitamins 
( ) 131. Stimulate the appetite 
( ) 132. Take the place of other foods 
( ) 133. Causes the digestive tract to function better 
( ) 134. Help to prevent infection 
( ) 135. Promote intestinal health 
( ) 136. Produce immunity from bacterial diseases 
PART II 
DIRECTIONS: Read the following statements carefully. If the statement: 
is true, put a oirole around the letter T; if the statement 
is false, put a oirole around the letter F. 
EXAMPLE;    (2) F Washington is the capitol of the U.S. 
T (j) Washington is the largest city in the U.S. 
IF 1. Food is burned in the body. 
T F 2. Ripe bananas are indigestible for young children. 
T F 3. Fish are good brain food. 
T F 4. Raisins are an excellent source of iron. 
T F 5. Daily food requirements can be calculated. 
T F 6.  "Cut out" all starches when dieting. 
T F 7. Milk is fattening. 
T F 8. Fish and milk should never be taken at the same meal. 
T F 9. Vitamins are essential to normal life. 
T F 10. Vlilk and acid food should never be taken at the same meal. 
T F 11. To drink milk properly it should be sipped. 
T F 12. Sugar is a quick source of energy. 
T F 13. Drinking water with meals is bad for digestion. 
T F 14. At least as muoh of the family income should be spent for 
milk as for leafy green and yellow vegetables. 
T F 15. Chewing gum aids digestion. 
16. 
T F 16. High meat diet makes people, expeoially children, fieroe 
and warlike. 
T P 17. You should not eat when you hays no appetite. 
T F 18. A craving for sweets shows that your system needs them. 
T F 19. An onion eaten at bedtime will break a oold. 
T F 20. High temperatures will cause protein to toughen. 
T F 21. Weight is an unreliable indication of good physical health. 
T F 22. All protein foods are of equal nutritive value. 
T F 23. Milk should be included in the adult's diet. 
T F 24. Growth will be stunted by the lack of any of the nutritive 
elements that are required for building tissues. 
T F 25. Adults of the same age, height and weight will require the 
same amount and kind of food. 
T F 26. Irradiated foods are ones that have had the Vitamin D content 
raised by being subjected to a sunray lamp. 
T F 27. Energy from our foods gives us the capacity to work. 
T F 28. For growth, a child should have a quart of milk a day. 
T F 29. Fortified foods are those that have had the vitamin or min- 
eral content raised. 
T F 30. The best time to eat candy is at bedtime. 
T F 31. All foods oontain minerals. 
T F 32. Eating crusts of bread will make your hair curly. 
T F 33. Iron builds strong bones and teeth. 
T F 34. Skim milk contains more fat than whole milk. 
T F 35. Vitamins give heat and energy. 
T F 36. Polished rice is high in vitamins. 
T F 37. Macaroni is rich in mineral matter. 
17. 
T P 36. 
T P 39. 
T F 40. 
T P 41. 
T  P 42. 
T  F  43. 
T  F 44. 
T  F  45. 
T F 46. 
T F 47. 
T F 46. 
T F 49. 
T F 50. 
I F 51. 
T F 52. 
T F 53. 
T  F  54. 
T  F 
T  F 
55. 
56. 
Leafy vegetables are a good source of cellulose. 
Molasses Is a rloh source of iron. 
Cellulose is the "broom of the intestine*." 
If we take our vitamins and minerals in concentrated form, 
we can eat as we please. 
Weakening of tissues with age can be postponed and the act- 
ive period of life can be prolonged by means of proper 
feeding. 
Overweight may lead to diseases of the heart and circulatory 
system. 
Underweight persons are more subject to tuberculosis than 
overweight persons. 
The peak of mental development is attained only when the 
body is normally developed. 
Posture is an indication of the state of nutrition. 
Milk is classed as a fluid food. 
Wilk is incorreotly called a "Perfedt Food."" 
Grains are an expensive form of fuel foods. 
Fruits are poor body-builders. 
Liver and kidney are good blood-builders. 
Vegetables are low in mineral content. 
Most of our wweet foods should be taken in the form of nat- 
ural sweets, as fresh fruits. 
Ordinary white bread is less nutritious than "enriohed" 
bread. 
All of the water that we take enters the body by beverages. 
Water used in the oooking of vegetables contains quantities 
of minerals. 
18. 
T P 57. Vitamin A can be stored in the body. 
T F 58. Vitamin A is called the anti-infectious vitamin. 
T P 59. Vitamin C is   called the  "sunshine vitamin." 
T F 60. Cellulose is an excellent fuel food. 
1 
19. 
NA1Q 
Use 
FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET A 
GRADE 
the following symbols in checking (>/ )   this chart: 
A - to indicate that you ALWAYS eat the food when served. 
S - to indicate that you SOMETIMES eat the food when served. 
N - to Indicate that you HiiviSK eat the food when it 
0 - to indicate that the food has never been served 
is served, 
to you. 
POOD A 8 V 0 FOOD A S N 0 
Beverages: 
Carbonated beverages 
Fish: 
Canned fish 
Cocoa Clams 
flo'ffee Crab's 
Buttermilk Lobsters 
Street Milk Fresh fish 
Tea Salted  fish 
Bread's: 
dot Bread 
Smoked fish' 
Oysters 
1 
3iscuits Fruits: 
Apples Corn bread 
Ifuffins Apricots 
tails Bananas 
faffles Berries: 
Blue berries Lte Bread 
Whole wheat bread Black berries 
Cereals: Raspberries 
Sream of wheat Cantaloupe 
Cornmeal Mush Cherries 
Oatmeal cVanberries 
Shredded Wheat Date's 
Prepared cereals Figs 
Dairj f Products: Grapefruit 
Bu' bte'r Grapes 
Cheese Orange 
CYeam" Pineapple 
Desserts": Fears 
flake Peaches 
Custard Plums 
Frozen Sherbert Raisins 
Gelatin Desserts Strawberries 
foe Cream Watermelon 
Puddings Meat: 
Pies Beef and Veal 
• 
20. 
FOOD SELECTION CHECK SHEET A 
(CONTINUED) 
FOOD A S N 0 FOOD A S N 0 
Meat: Vegetables: 
Beef and Teal Asparagus 
Brains Beans 
Hamburger Lima 
Hot Dog Kidney 
Kidney ITavy 
ffeart Sojjr 
Livor String 
Reaot Beets" 
Steak Broccoli 
Stew Brussels sprouts 
Sweetbreads Cabbage 
Tongue Carrots 
Mutton and Lamb Cauliflower 
C'hoDS Celery 
Roast Corn 
Stew Eggplant 
Pork Endive 
"Bacon Kale 
(Jhops Lettuce 
Ham Mushrooms 
Beast Okra 
Funding Onions 
Sausage Parsnips 
Poultry Produc te Was 
Chicken Peppsrs 
Duck Pimentoes 
^66" Potadfes, Irish 
Turkey Potatoes, Sweet 
Miscellaneous: Rhubarb 
rfuts "omaine 
Candy Squash 
Jellies Spinach 
Pickled Products Sauerkraut 
pYeserV'es Tomatoes 
Turnips 
Turnip Greens 
rtater Cress 
Soup; 
Clear Broth 
Cream 
Vegetable 
POINT SYSTEM OF MARKING 
Kaa» ■  Grade.,  
tf»« the following symbols in chocking (V) this chart: 
20a. 
A - to indicate that you ALWAYS eat the food when served. 
S - to indicate that you gOi::gri:.!BS eat the food when served. 
h  -  to indicate that you NEViSR oat the food when it is served. 
0 - to Indicate that the food has never been served to you. 

*****        -'■ 
IP STEPPING STORES 
22. 
'Tie statement that fitnese Increases one's chances of winning laurels in the 
i;ame of live, is generally accepted. Fitness includes the state of one's 
cental equipment, and personality. To a marked extent, these are influenced 
uy the state of one's physical fitness, which in turn resta on one's health 
and nutrition. Few people have a clear idea of the advantageous influence of 
"the body at its best", because they accept as "good" a physical condition that 
is merely sufficient to permit the individual to work. Many people assume that 
their state of nutrition is good if they are able to take food into their bodies 
with a relative freedom from digestive disturbances! if from the food taken 
they secure onorgy to meet, aftor a fashion, the routine tasks of the day; and 
if their weight and body contour are in accord with those of persons of their 
own ago in the family and community circle 
2. It is only common sense, if wo wish to avoid the weakening of organs and tissues 
with subsequent breakdowns undorstraln, to keep them in the best possible condi- 
tion by providing them with plonty of all tho nutrionts that they nood, but 
to avoid overloading then with excess. Much can be done to postpone the weak- 
ening of tissuos with ago, and to prolong tho activo period of lifo by moans 
of propor feeding. But to have maxium efficiency in this rcspoct, tho diet 
from infancy should bo of a nature best suited for building strong bodies and 
maintaining thorn in hoalthy condition, while moderation in oating and drinking 
must bo practiced throughout life. Persons who retain vigor and livo to groat 
age arc almost always addicted to very simple and cvon abstemious diets. 
3. There Is rapid growth and development of the body during the first few yoars 
of life. Tho permanent character of some of the tissuos is largely determined 
at this time, while rapidity and extent of growth arc also much influenced by 
the diet. Tho only way to make sure of growth to maximum size and of building 
strong healthy tissues is to choose the food so that it furnishes plonty of 
all tho tissue-building essentials. When full growth has been attained, 
there follows tho period of adult life, when the function of the food is chief- 
ly to provide energy and materials for upkeep of tissues already built. 
4. Our chief concern is not hoi/ much energy our body uses, but rather how much 
food wo nood to meet that noed. Sometimes tho appetite is sufficient guide 
and instinctively we cat just about enough to balance tho output. But appetite 
is fickle, while food habits and dislikes arc strong. Many people have become 
accustomed to eating more than they noed, and others have aversions to certain 
kinds of foods. Suoh persons ncod to learn to count thoir calories in order 
to make sure of getting the proper kinds and amounts of food. Weight is a 
far hotter guide than appetite, tfhen the intake of fuel foods just counter- 
balances the energy output, body weight will remain constant. If one is 
gaining in weight, one must be overeating as to calorics; loss of weight 
invariably means that the body needs for fuel foods excoeds the supply. Since 
one of the fundamental laws of nature is that onorgy cannot be created or 
destroyed, the above statements as to weight will hold true whatever the mental 
attitude, and it will pay to watch body weight as tho best index to whether 
the diet is furnishing enough; too much or too little for body needs. 
5. Nutrition is tho sum total of those processes by which the living organism 
receives and uses materials necessary for the maintenance of life. This 
includes growth, the repair of worn out tissuos and tho liberation of onorgy. 
Food has been defined as a palatable mixture of foodstuffs. A foodstuff is a 
material which is capable of being added to the body substance or which when 
absorbed into the bloodstream will prevent or reduce the wasting of a 
S?SX£ 'JESSS? °f th° JJ   ill-    For *■ ^^1 orgcnlsm, those 
m£eineSSSSS^fofi ^tor.  Inorganic salts or socallcd mineral matter, 1'i.cin,  carbohydratos, fats, cellulose,  and vitamins. 
^.."SSSllf 2f? SS"2f! 5! f00d8' ccUod nutrton*» or foodstuffs, and JITV naturally fall into two groups: 
(a;  the Inorganic nutrionts ... water 
mineral salts 
/, »   .. cellulose 
W  che organic nutrients proteins 
fats 
, carbohydratos 
n!rL^L!^0nd gr0ttp 0an act as fucl food8' 8incc ^oy along can bo burned 
up to provide energy.    It is easy to see that the more water, adnoral salts and 
?rTr£^a/°°J C0nt^in8»t.
th0 lower its fuel value will be while the richer it 
r ST wfi"' carbohydrate the higher the food valuo will be. 
Carbohydratqg are the sugars and starchos found in many of our foods. 
|ats. arc the greasy substances familiar In pure form in butter, lard and 
rood oils. 
Profolng are tho gluey substances which coagulate on heating, found in 
moats, legumoe, egg, and choose. 
-!.    Tho function of the foodstuffs: Dietary percentages 
Protein Builds and repairs tissues  10-15$ 
Carbohydrates.. Gives heat and energy   65-702 
*&ta GiToa hoat and onorgy  15-20* 
Water Hcgulatoa body procossos 
Mineral Matter. ■ ■ « 
Vitamins  I '■ M 
Cellulose  « » N 
).    In producing hoat or caloric values in the body: 
1 gram of puro Protein yields 4 calories 
1 gram of puro Fat yields 9 calorics 
1 gram of pure CHO yields A calories 
10. The nutritive requirement for an adoquate diet for any normal adult: 
(a) Fuel sufficient to supply tho energy needed for internal and external 
work of the body* 
(b) Protein sufficient in quantity and quality to repair wear and tear en 
the tissues. 
(o)    All tho minoral elements required for upkeep of the tissues in amounts 
equal to body needs. 
(d) All the vitamins needed by the body in amounts liberal enough to pro- 
mote health and high resistance to disease. 
(e) Wator sufficient to replace that lost fran the body dolly. 
(f) Fiber or Indigestible rosiduo enough to produeo normal evacuation at 
least once a day. 
(g) Base-forming foods at loast sufficient to balance acid-forming foods. 
U. Food consists of substances which tho body can utilito to furnish onergy for 
work, to build tissues or to regulate body procossos.    It will thus nceossar- 
ily be an important factor: 
a. in promoting growth and building strong tissues. 
b. In "        proper functioning of organs and tissues. 
c. in controlling weight. 
d. in "        acid-base balance of tho body. 
e. in preventing dietary deficiency disocsos. 
23. 
f.    in preventing constipation and intestinal putrefaction. 2*« 
",'    in " indigestion and nervous irritability. 
h,    in " functional and metabolic diseases which may be duo to 
overeating, 
it    in " sonillty and prolonging life. 
.,  overweight is associated with: 
lack of ambition 
inefficiency 
inconvenience 
and may lead to: 
diseases of the heart,  circulatory system and kidney 
diabetes 
lessened expectancy of life 
Underweight is associated with: 
norvousness and irritability 
easy fatigue 
lack of appetite 
indigestion 
lowered resistance to bacterial disoases 
and may lead to: 
anemia 
tuberculosis 
other infectious diseases 
lessened length of life 
13, Foods that should bo included in tho daily diet to moot roquiromonts of an 
adequate diet: 
Meat, poultry or fish 1 or more servings 
Milk »• 1 pint for adults 
1 quart for children 
Eggs....  3 - U a week 
preferably one a day 
Potatoes 1 serving a day 
Vegetables  2 servings 
1 green or yollow 
Fruit 2 servings 
1 citrus or tomato 
Butter 2 tbsp. daily 
Whole grain or "enriched" cereals 
and broad I of intake 
Sugar, fats, etc.. to comploto calorios 
U. Rolativo importance of foods may be gained by tho suggestion for purchase: 
Divide your money into fifths: 
1/5, more or loss for vegetables and fruits 
l/5# "   ■  •  ■ milk and cheese 
1/5 $    "   "  "  " m3a*»  fish, oggs 
j/j^ .i   «  *  « broad and coreals 
wc  M   n  n  ii fats, sugars, other groceries and food adjuncts. 
15. According to Dr. Frank G. Boudroau, a noted publis hoolth workor, there is a 
decrease in tho stoady growth in population which tho U.S. has known, that 
birth rates are highost where social and economic status aro lowest, and that 
there is a drift toward undermining tho capacity for high intolligcnoo. Ho 
boliovos that Nutrition, when accepted as a public hoolth measure, will affect 
agriculture, industry, social conditions and cultural advancomont. Ho beliovcs 
25, 
tho successful promotion of this science end its application to the masses 
"hold out tho promiso of greater human vitality, longer life in its prime, 
higher cultural development, more social contentment, a more humane ordering 
of the universe and perhaps, as a result, a more peaceful world". 
> The peak of mental development is attained only when the body develops to the 
full. Poor health may result in ono of two extremes: tho first, a lacx or 
•nontal ability, or power of concentration, lisUcssness and fatiguoj the 
second, an excoss of nervous cnorgy, irritability and instability of reactions. 
The former condition is often associated with an overweight body, poor muscu- 
lar tone, edema of the tissues} with the latter may be found an underweight 
body, poor appetite, poor digestion and a tired and sad facial expression. 
As a result of good physical and mental health, an Individual will give an 
instant lmprossion of bodily fitness. His alert glance, his roady attack on 
any problem presontod, his ability to concentrate or to rolax as occasion de- 
mands, and oven more than those, a bouyant spirit aro ovidoncod of lifo tnat 
is abundant physically, 
17. Tho evidence that something like one-third of our peoplo are under-nourished 
is finding a good deal of medical support, according to Dr. Sherman, wt»o tens 
us that if we roplacc tho average diet with an adoquate diet we get a 10/. 
increase in tho active, virile life span. This would mean more to us In terms 
of human longevity than to ;/ipe out cancer as a cuase of death. 
Children who have had a good nutritional start and who have gradually assumed 
responsibility for their own food habits aro more likely to be both hoalthy 
and happy. Moreover they have a good chance of growing into vigorous adults 
ready and eager to carry on their share of the productive work of the country. 
The best nourished children the country has ev„r known can probably be found 
today in those families that have known what foods arc needed for healthy 
growth and have been able to provide those foods. But in spite of all our 
knowlodgc of nutrition, and the progress we have made in applying it, many 
children in tho 0. S. today are undernourished. 
Call it malnutrition, call it undernourishment, call it dietary deficiency, 
oTwhat you will -- when men, women and children fail to eat tho foods that 
give then full life vigor, they are in fact—starving. 
His 18. Physical signs of good nutrition: u„ni+h The person whoso nutrition is good presents an appearance of good health, 
weight is in good proportion to his height, age and guild. He is alert, 
vigorous and fctivcT His skin is clear, smooth, soft, di^.g^^. 
somewhat pink; often there is a marked color of pink in the cheeks. *»»*££ 
if plentiful £nd lustrous, not brittle or extremely dry. The eyes are bright 
and cSS^to no dark circles or rings under them, °* **«»•£*ST3& 
arc pink and the tongue is red, uncoatod and moist. The fat beneath toe skin 
is firm and plentiful so that it cannot raised in deep folds between too 
fLgeS. The muscles are firm and strong; their development is good through- 
out the bodyt The chest is broad and deep, with an expansion of not loss than out ine oooy.    «■ ww- . x       apc atrr,ieht and well 
properly. 
PROTEIN 26. 
At tho top of the list, among thoso foods of unusually high value stand the 
proteins of milk and moat. Of distinctly lower value are the plant proteins a 
those of wheat* com, peas, beans. Theso foods arc oithor lacking or low in 
some of the essentials of tho perfect protein. Just ae a chain is as strong 
as its weakest link, so is a protein as valuable as the building stones which 
it provides in smallest amounts. \lhon  token alone as tho sole source of protein 
none of these grains will long maintain health and vigor. They must be supple- 
mented by proteins from a different source 
">■*  McLestcr maintains that if a man would enjoy sustained vigor and would experience 
his normal expectancy, as well as contribute to the improvement of tho race, he 
must eat a liberal quantity of good protein. 
3. No two protoins are exactly aliko, bocauso of difference in structure. Varia- 
tion in the quality of protein has resulted in their classification as complete, 
partially complote and incomplete, based upon their ability to support normal 
growth and to maintain life. Complete proteins support growth and maintain 
life; partially complote maintain life and incomplete fail to do oithor of 
themselves. 
4. If we ato no protein, the tissues would slowly starvo to death, even though 
plenty of carbohydrate and fat were available for fuct supply. This is truo 
because protein must furnish material for tissue building and repair, as well 
as energy. 
5. There is no substitute for protein, because too body must be built from protein- 
containing foods and therefore must be provided in the diet, not only for 
health, but for life itself. 
6. Protein requirementt 
1 gram por kilogram of body weight for adults and children. 
This requirement will vary to some extent according to age, size, kind of 
protein oaten. 
7. Disadvantages of High Protein Diet: 
Ifoy result in: 
Stimulation to metabolism 
Disadvantageous in growth 
" ■ hot climates 
Intostinal putrefaction 
Strain on liver and kidneys 
Lcssonod health and vigor 
Disadvantages of Low Protein Diet: 
May result in: 
Stunted growth 
Functional nervous diseases 
Lossenod officioncy and stamina 
Earlier senility 
8, Hygiono of Protein Foods: 
(a) Koop tho use of protein foods down to a medium sized serving of one 
protein-rich food (exclusive of nilk) in each meal. 
(b) Milk is not a protein-rich foodj adults should take at loast 1 pint and 
children 1 quart daily. 
(c) Do not tako any considerable amount of protein-rich food along with 
fatty foods, as thoy make a combination which is hard to digost, and 
slows down digestion; do not cook such foods by frying (fried steak) 
for tho sane reason. 
(d) Foods rich in protein take on a leathery consistency if cooked at too 
high a temperature. Special care is often necessary to insure slow 
cooking at low temperatures. The leathery texture of overcooked protoin 
foods makos it difficult for the digestive Juices to penetrate thorn, 
hence they are hard to digest. 
CARBOHYDRATES AMD FATS 
27, 
,  Carbohydrates and Fats arc usually considered together as they are the fuel fcj 
It is upon theso two classes of nutrients that wo depend for our heat and ea&rg 
-ho energy requirement of a person for 2A hours or for a shorter period can be 
determined with a high dogroe of accuracy. This figure is the sun total of 
a. the basal metabolism 
b. the onorgy liberated in exercise or work 
c. The energy required for the digestion of food 
3. Carbohydrate is the most economical and readily available source of onorgy for 
the accomplishment of work and that labor can be more efficiently performed when 
tho diet consists largely of this foodstuff. Among the common carbohydrates 
are sugars and starches. 
4. More Carbohydrate foods are used by the body to supply its onorgy ncods than 
other nutrients. This is because: 
a* the body can use them more readily 
b. they are found more widoly distributed in nature than any other nutrient 
and are thoreforc more economical 
c. they can bo more completely oxidized and their waste products are more 
easily disposed of. 
5. Requirement of Carbohydrate: 
Calculating on the basis of body weight, from 4 to 6 grams of Carbohydrate 
per kilogram of body weight per day. 
6. Disadvantages of excess Carhobydrate intake: 
a. In the form of starchy foods: 
Often leads to constipation 
b. In tho form of concentrated sweats: 
May load to gastrointestinal disturbances, favoring fomentation and 
promoting gas formation. 
c. Storage as a dipose tissue which loads to: 
diabetes 
cardiac (heart) disturbances 
kidney disturb/mces 
7. Hygieno of Carbohydrates: 
Of Sweets: ,, 
a. Koop the total amount of sugar in the diet low and take only small 
amounts of the more concentrated sweets. 
b. Avoid oating candy between meals, but if it is taken on an ompty stonach 
drink 1-2 glasses of water. 
c. Take most sweets in more dilute forms, such as frosh fruits. 
d. Learn to like foods less sweet. 
Of Starchy Foods: , 
a. Do not oat more than 2 foods rich in starch at the samo moal. 
b. Chow starchy foods thoroughly. 
c. Avoid soft, doughy breads, doughs soggy in texture, and flour mixtures 
rich with fat, especially fried foods which have absorbed much fat in 
cooking. All of these foods arc hard to digest. 
d. Take at least some of the cereal foods in the form of tho loss highly 
milled products - whole wheat breads and broakf st foods. 
28, 
i-a^s are widely distributed in nature and arc an cxcollont sourco of oncrgy, 
'.. i', arc not so readily or liberally used for carrying on the work of the body. 
<,    Although fats art.- finally quite completely digested and absorbed, they arc di- 
gested somewhat more slowly than the carbohydrates and proteins, and have a 
decided action on slowing down the digestion of the other foodstuffs. 
3. Asido from oncrgy production function, fats are valuable as: 
a. padding around tho vital organs 
b. subcutanoous fat (fat layer under the skin) to convorso body heat 
c. carriers of Vitamins A,D,E 
d. lubricants to promote good elimination of waste material from body 
o. phosphorus-bearing nutrients (needed for brain and nerve colls) 
f. dopressors of the secretion of HC1 (hydrocholoric acid of the stomach) 
g. as dietary roinforcing agents. 
4. Requirement of fats per dayi 
1-2 grams por kilogram of body weight por day. 
5. Disadvantages of excessive Fat intakoj 
a. Digestion of fat not oasily handled 
b. Products acid condition of tho body 
c. Deposits fat around heart, kidnoys, otc, causing them to bo loss active 
d. Leads to overweight. 
MINERAL MATTER 
29. 
'... Increasing recognition is being accorded the mineral elements of food and thr. 
disabilities which accompany their deficiency. Some of the uinoral Elcnonts 
i ji'nd in the body arc, no doubt, of chance occurrence, but othors are known to bo 
essential to both structure and function. 
?, Three chief purposes aro: 
a. they contribute to the supporting framework of the body and teeth. 
b. they fom an important part of coll structure. 
c. they influence function of the tissues through tho blood. 
3. Conditions affecting availability of Mineral Elements in foods: 
a. the pool of fruits and vegetables and the hull of grain are rich in 
Minerals. These are lost in great part in preparation of tho food for 
the table. 
b. In cooking, much of the Mineral content is dissolved out in the cooking 
water and is discarded. 
c. Sometimes the mineral in the food is unavailable to man because of com- 
bination with some other substances. 
4. About 3.5JJ of the body weight is composed of Mineral Elements, which must be 
furnishod in utilizable form by our food if Me would grow and thrive. 
5. Minerals are needed: 
a. for replacement 
b. for building new tissues 
c. for regulating the body processes 
6. Minerals required for positive health: 
Iron............... blood 
Copper.  blood 
Manganese. body processes 
Zinc  growth 
Chlorino.... blood, gastric Juice 
Iodine ..thyroid gland 
Sulfur..... cells, glands 
Calcium............ bones, teeth, blood 
Phosphorus.. • bones, cells, blood 
Magnesium. • bones, tissues 
Sodium body fluids 
Potassium  tissues, glandular secretions 
Fluorine. bones, teeth 
Cobalt. •• ) 
Silicon ) In minute quantities for normal functioning of the body 
Aluminum...........) 
Perhaps others.....) 
7. Haphasard provision of Minerals io unwise, because of varied food habits. 
8. Results of Mineral Insufficiency: 
Calcium: Poor development of bones and teeth, rickets, nurvousnosa, retarded 
Phosphorus: Poor development of bones and teeth, Rickets, Retarded growth. 
Iron: Anemia, low vitality, retardod growth. 
Iodine: enlargod thyroid, lowered mental and physical activities, muscles tend 
to be weak and flabby. 
9. See outline in Proudfiti Nutrition and Diet Therapy, for more complete discussio: 
30. 
WATER 
1. "fater is the most urgently needed of the foodstuffs, which need can be measured 
by the exceedingly promptness with which symptoms of deprivation appear and 
their extreme gravity. As a rule death results within 60-72 hours in water 
deprivation. 
2. Water is required for the transportation to the cells of the nutritive elements 
and carried away waste products; supplied liquid for body fluid; rogulatea 
body temperatures. 
3. 70? of the body weight is water. 
'.. Too little water often results in headaches, nervousness, roduced secretion 
of digestive fluids, which nay lead to vomiting, inability to digest and absorb 
food, constipation and intestinal putrefaction. Thoso symptoms clear up when 
more water is taken, for a moderate amount of water taken along with the food 
promotes digestion and absorption by stimulating the flow of digestive Juice 
and diluting the contents of the stomach and intestines. Water in itself yields 
no energy to the body, whilo it is an important constituent to all tissues and 
acts in many ways to promote and regulate body processes. 
T 
5. ho average adult needs 4 to 8 glassos of water daily (in addition to what he 
gets in foods and beverages) in order to make up his "water balanco% and to 
promote digestion, and maintain proper dilution of salts in the blood and 
tissues. This may be takon either botweon meals or at the meal. The drinking 
of moderate amounts of water with meals tends to increase the secretion of 
digestive juices and promote digestion, unless it is icod or used to wash down 
unchewed food, when it slows down digestion. 
6. Absorption of water takes place in the large and small intestines. Water 
loaves the body through the kidneys, lungs, skin, large and small intestines. 
7. Sources of water for the body; 
a. ingested fluids 
b. water contained in solid foods 
c. water produced in metabolism 
3. Suggestions of times and amounts of wator-drinking: 
1-2 glasses on rising            1-2 
1 glass beforo or during meal       1 
1 glass in middle of the morning     1 
1 glass in middle of the afternoon  1_ 
6-7 glassos 
VITA13NS  III GENERAL 
31 i 
1. Vitamins are chemical substances which arc small, ridiculously 
small, in the amounts required, but profoundly influence the 
person's health and well-being. The lower animals are acoustoned 
to derive their nourishment from ftesh native foods, suoh as 
plants and the flesh of other animals. When they are made to 
live upon purified, highly refined foods, nutritional failuro 
results and characteristic diseases often ensue. 
2. All the well dofinod vitamins havo been isolated in puro 
crystallino form, and aro now being idontifiod by thoir 
ohomioal namos. 
3. Our daily diot should provide most of the vitaminjvaluos wo 
nood, but this doponds upon how woll wo chooso and proparo tho 
food wo oat oach day, 
4. Vitamins aro body regulators. Thoir action is similar to that 
of oortein socrotions of tho ductloss glands, and certain min- 
oral olomonts, which aro likowiso nocdod in vory small amounts, 
but havo a powerful offoct in controlling or co-ordinating body 
processes. Sinco thoy o.ro organio substancos, they can bo do- 
stroyod by hoat and oxidation, if sufficiently sovoro» 
5. Ir. gonoral, wo may say of all tho Vitamins that thoy aro noodod 
by th» animal body forj 
a) 
d) 
Growth 
Reproduction 
Haintaining hoalth and vigor through promoting: 
1. Normal functioning of tho digostivo tract 
2. Normal nutrition 
3. Hoalth of tissues 
4. Rosistanco to bacterial diseases 
Provonting doficionoy disoasos. 
Noto: 
Sect Proudfits Nutrition and Diot Thorapy: Chap. VII 
Vitamin Manual-?. 56-60 
Vitox Vitamin Chart 
VITAKIN A 32. 
1. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
6. 
Vitcnin A is a fat-solublo vitanin. which was discovered by MoCollum and Duv 
wnwi they observed that young rats and othor animls failed to grow and 
■>r!1^    unless butterfat or somo othor product carrying this Titamin was 
added to tholr diet* 
TitOBln A has a preeur.or-the yellow pigment, carotene.    It le widespread 
in nature, being assooiatod with chlorophyll in the greon loaves of plants. 
it  is also found in tho yollow vogotablosi    earrete and swoot potatoos. 
This vitanin is storodin tho livor (96*) and snail amounts in kidnoys and 
Evidoncos of dofieioneyt 
Xorophtholmia—oyolids swoll and aro stieky and scabby 
8tuntod growth 
Skin dry, rough, oruptod.    Inoroasod pigmonttfcion 
Borvous system affected by jorky gait, cramps, dalling of touch and 
temperature senses. 
Atrophy of opithelial colls* 
Subelinioal symptoms of dofieioneyt 
Nightblindness 
Change  in eell strueturo. whioh booomo dry and inactive 
Lowered rosistanoo to skin infootion and rospiratory disoasos 
Bnamol   on tooth is not  proporly producod and formod 
Bono tissuos change 
6. Foods Valuablo for Vitamin At 
6/    Cod Livor Oil 
5/   Boot groons 
Chard 
Dandolion Oroons 
Kale 
Spinach 
Turnip Groons 
4/   Livor 
Broccoli 
Collards 
Apricots 
3/   Buttor 
Carrots 
Chooso 
Cream 40* 
Eggs 
Poachos • yollow 
Poppors 
Prunes 
Squash - wintor 
Punpkins 
Swoot Potatoos 
2/   Asparagus 
Bananas 
Brussol3 Sprouts 
Cantaloupo 
Chorrios  (frosh) 
Corn - yollor 
Cornmoal - yellow 
Dates 
Kidney 
Lottuco 
Milk - wholo 
Or an go s 
Poas - groon 
Pineapple  (frosh) 
Squash  (sumor) 
Swoot Potatoos 
\/ Almonds 
Apples 
Boanc 
Broad  (made with 
milk) 
Broad - whole whe 
Cabbago 
Cauliflower 
Cottago Chooso 
Cucumbers 
Eggplant 
Figs 
Fish m fatty 
Grapefruit 
Moat - fatty 
Poanuts 
Poarc 
Poeans 
Potatoos m whlto 
Strawborrios 
Walnuts 
vim, IP B capLg 
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HLSSL?JJfiS1 C°*?0X hCd itS bo«lnnln« in th°  »t°ry »f bcrlbori.    Tho 
recognition by Takaki    u physician of the Japanese ncvy that faulty diets 
wcro rcspon.ibU.for  tho *ncrmous number of cases of bcrlbori a^ong tho sailors 
JLJilJTll! * 8U?°*" in Glmost c^inating the disease by moans of an 
«2ui£ *>T° °P°Ch mGkin6-    LCt°r bCrib°ri « pr°dUCCd in *•"« f0d 
2. Members  of tho B-Complox which have been found to be  effective  in mani 
Bi - Thianin 
B2 - Riboflavin 
- Niacin or Nicotinic Acid 
- P-P Factor (Pellagra-preventive) 
- Poatothonic Acid 
Othor members of tho B-Complox arc  still undor consideration as curc.tivo or 
proventivo  in nan.    Numorous members hav- found to be offoetivo in rets. 
3. THIAMIN » Vitamin Bi 
1M  Thiamin cannot be  storod  in the body,   so wc must depend upon our food for 
our curront supply.    This vitamin is wc.tor-solublo. 
2.  Evidences  of Deficiency: 
Abnormal functioning of tho digestive tract 
Heart musclos effected 
Disoasos norves - Bouritis 
Bcribori 
*.  Subclir.iccl Symptom*j 
Loss of appotito 
Loss of woight and strength 
Muscle  cramps 
Dlarrhoa, abdomical pains 
Palpitation 
Laborod broathing 
Bdoma 
Burning sensation in various 
parts of tho body 
Hoodaeho 
Nunbnoss and tingling 
Doprossicn 
Irritability 
Distrc.ctibility 
Approhension 
Porgotfulnoss 
Nausoa 
Anouia 
Nervousness 
4.  Pood Sources for Thiamin: 
5/Wheat Germ 
Yeast Bxtraot 
Dried Brewer's 
Yeast 
4/ Whole Grain Bread 
Whole Grain Cereal 
Nuts 
Legumes 
Oysters 
Lives 
Kidney 
Pork 
3/ Leafy Vegetables 
2/ Asparagus- 
Broccoli 
Cabbage 
Cauliflower 
Carrots 
Corn 
Dried Fruits 
Lottuce 
Meat (except pork) 
Milk 
Okra 
Oranges 
Parsnips 
Pears 
Pineapple 
Plums 
Potatoes 
Raspberries 
String beans 
Tom&tooa 
Watorc»ees 
1/ Apples      Peaches 
Bananas    Pears 
Boots        Peppers 
Blueberries 
Blackborrios 
Brussel's  Sprouts 
Canataloupo 
Celery      Puapki:... 
Choose      Radishes 
Chonrios Raisins 
Croam       Squash 
Cucumbors    Straw- 
Eggplant      berries 
Grapofruit 
Grapos     Turnips 
Lemons     Water- 
Onions     moIons 
RIBOFLAVIF • Vitamin B? or G 34# 
1. Riboflavin is c, water-solublo yellow-green florcsccnt pigment. 
2. Riboflavin is stored in the liver, kidney end hcr.rt, but the body gucrds 
this store.  It is therefore ncccsn .ry to constantly supplcmont the store. 
3. Evidences of Doficiency: 
Impcircd digestion 
Stunted growth 
Nerve degeneration 
Early sonility (old age) 
4. Subclinical Symptoms: 
Split lips   (in cornor of i.iouth 
Losscncd vigor 
Loss of hair 
Seeling of skin around cars, mouth and nose 
Nutritional cr.taracts 
Rctardod growth 
Sore eyes 
Nervous disturbances 
I 
5/ Kidnoy Yeast (Dry) 1 / Applos 
Liver  Yeast Bxtracts Apricots - Fresh 
Bacon 
4/ Cheese Peanuts Boots 
Egg Yolk Prunos Blucbcrrios 
Heart  Turnip Gr Colcry 
Kalo   Wheat germ Corn - Grcon 
Logumos (dried) CrcrjA 
yeast-moist Dates 
Bggplaat 
3/ Beet Greens Grapefruit 
Broccoli Leeks 
Chard Lemons 
Dandolion Greens Onions 
Bses Oranges 
Endive Perches 
Fish ftMtt 
Lima Beans Pineapple 
luoat. Lean Potatoes - White 
Mustard Greens Puupkins 
Nuts Radishos 
Spinach String Bo:.ns 
Wctcr Cress Tor.r.toos 
Turnips 
2/ Apricots - Dried Pcppo rs - Green Waternolion 
Asparagus Raisins 
Banana 8 Squash 
Cabbago - Groon Swcot Potatoes 
C-rrots Whole Yfhcc .t Brc .d 
Cauliflowor Whole Whcc -t Corcal 
Cream Cheese 
Figs - Dried 
Lottuco - Green 
Milk 
Oysters 
Poas - Green 
NICOTINIC ACID (Nir.sin) 35. 
2 ,    Nicotinic Acid is part of tho Vitamin B-Conplox,  and  like other meuboi s  of 
•tho vitamin group,  is wator  soluble 
2,    Evidcncos of Doficioncyt 
Pollagra 
Black tongue (in dogs) 
Skir and mouth legions 
Inflammation of alimentary tract 
Nervous systw affooted 
3.    Subolinieal  syu 
Loss of appotlte and strongth 
Indigestion 
Diarrhoa 
Abdominal pains 
Dirtiness 
Hoadache 
Numbness 
Nervousness 
Palpitation 
Depression 
Irritability 
4.    Pood Sources - Same as other raombors of tho B-Complejt group. 
FOODS LOW IN VITAMINS 
Lard 
Salt Pork 
Bacon 
Some Margarines 
Hardanod Vogetablo Oils 
ast    Crisco,  etc. 
Vegetable Oils 
01ire Oil 
Cottonseed Oil 
Corn Oil 
Meat Extracts 
Gelatin 
Egg White 
Sugars 
Syrups 
Honey 
Candies 
Cakes 
Preserves 
White Flour 
White broad made with water 
Refinod Breakfast Cereals 
Cornner.l - highly milled 
Comstar ch 
Tapioca 
ASCORBIC ACID * iVITALIN C) 
36. 
1. Scurvy, the scourge of sailing vosscls was found to be curod end preventod 
by the use of citrus fruit juices. This lod to a further study of the pre- 
sence for Ascorbic Acid in other foods. 
2. Vitamin C or Ascorbic acid is vr.tcr-solublc. and cannot be storod or manu- 
factured in tho body.  It is a very rucdily destroyed by her t and exposure to 
the air. 
3. Bvidonces of Doficioncy: 
Scurvy 
Ostcodentin 
Hemorrhages in tissuos 
Swolling of the Jjoints 
Affoctsi tooth, bones, blood vessels 
4. Subclinioal Symptomsj 
Dental  caries 
Pyorrhoa 
Gum infection 
swelling t bleeding 
Anomia 
Malnutrition 
Infoction 
Loss of weight 
Shortnoss of breath 
5. Food Sourcos for Ascorbic Acid: 
Easily bruised 
Nervous disorders 
Loss of appetite 
Infants growth 
Lnipaired growth 
Tondor joints 
Lowered resistance to 
Tuberculosis h  diphtheria 
Sallow complexion 
General luck of resistance to infection 
3/ Cabbago - raw , l/ Asparagus l/ Apples 
Citrus fruits Broccoli Apricots - Fresh 
Grapofruit Brussel's Sprouts Bananas 
Lci.ions Cabbage - cooked Blueberries 
Orangos Cauliflower Colory 
Horsoradish Cranberries Chorrio* 
Parsley Gooseberries Corn 
Huckleberries Cucumbers 
Kohlrabi Eggplant 
Leafy Vegetables Endive 
Beet Groens Kilk - raw 
Dtndolion greens Okra 
Chard Oysters - Raw 
Kale Parsnips 
Mustard Greens Pcachos 
Spinach Plums 
Turnip Greons Potatoes - Swcot 
Loganberries Potatoes - whito 
Onions - raw —   Pumpkins 
Peas - Gre n Squash 
Pineapple - Fr. or Ct.  Watermolon 
Radishes 
Rhubarb 
Turnips - cooked 
Vitamin D (Cclclforol) 
l' Vor8ft^v?K?ttSt *}}** fffr '.mw^lao rttomia*. is fat-jolublo. 
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unately the body can synthesize this vitamin for itself, so rhat ire ire 
entirely dependent upon our food for It.  The body can malm it from a fat- 
like substance in or near the dkin vhen runllght strikes directly on the 
skin, if no clothing interferes. The-e light raya a e absorbed by clothing. 
r«fff 6i*!!    5* Petioles oi 8oot or moisture in th« air of citiaa. 
Little of them gets through to tho tvertge city dweller, especially in the 
winter. Vitamin D can bo stored in tho body to some extent. 
->..    This vitamin is especially essential to children to onablo thorn to assimi- 
arf\l^B
B.!^\0i^n\V* *° dwy0,it CalclUm and P»»°»Phorus in tho bones and teotn so that those tisiues will be strong. 
5. Foods haw boon treated by irradiation from a sun lamp to increase the Vitamin 
D  content. 
4. Bvidences of Doflcioneyi 
Rickets. 
Iniargoment of tho wrist, knoos, anklos 
Bowed legs 
Beading of tho ribs 
Osteoporosis 
Convulsions 
Curvature of the spine 
Soft bonos 
5. Subclinieal Symptomst 
Totany 
Bad tooth 
Soft bonos 
Brittle bonos 
Chronic arthritis 
Psoriasis 
Constipation 
Retarded growth 
Rostlossnose 
Lack of vigor 
Hay fover 
Infant11o parulysii 
Pain in joints 
6. Food Sources of Vitamin Ds 
a) Does not occur in food to any extent. 
h) Eggs, livor, milk and fish oils (salmon, herring) arc tho only 
natur&l food sourcos, but they contain such a small amount that it is 
doubtful if thoy should bo considered of pructictl value as a source. 
c) Foods that havo boon irradiatod or fortified with vitamin D aro good 
sources. 
d) Direct Souroesi 
Cod Livvr Oil, Vlostcrol,  sunshine* 
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3. 
4. 
6.    High Realduo Foods 
Raw fruits,  ospocially 
with skins & seeds 
Raw vegetables 
Cookod vogotablos 
Onions 
Per snips 
Oystor plant 
Loafy groons 
Woody stoms 
Peas, bor.ns, corn 
Wholo grain cereals 
TOiolo whoat broad 
Bran broad 
Softor Rosiduo Foods 
Pulp of raw fruit 
Cookod fruit 
Cookod vogotablos 
Cauliflowor 
Asparagus 
Broccoli tops 
Boots 
Strained tonatoos 
Choppod spinach 
Wholo grain coroals 
cookod a lone tiaoj 
Oo.tncnl 
Whor.tona 
Shroddod wheat 
Puffod whoat 
Brown Rico 
Low Rosiduo Foods 
Sugar 
Milk 
Pats 
Moats 
Potatoos without skins 
Whito broad 
Highly milled coroals 
Croon of whoat 
Corn flakos 
Cornuoal mush 
Honiny 
Grr.ponuts 
Poarlod barley 
Puffod rico 
Whito rico 
IHLE 
1. Nooosslty of Milk in tho Dlott 
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Milk ia tho most important of all fooda.    It ia indispensable to tho 
infant, it ia ossontial to the proper development of tho young ohild, and it 
should form invariably tho chiol' r.rtiolo of tho diet of tho older ohild.    For 
tho adult, too,   it is always a valuable, and at times, a woll-nigh ossontial 
adjunct to diet*    Milk has ncvor boon aocordod adoquato plaoo  in tho Amorican 
diotary. 
2.   Avorago Composition of Cow's Milki 
Wator...•«••••# 87.7^ 
Solid*.  12.2 
Fats  S.4 
Casoin  2.7 
Milk Sugar  4.7 
Ash Contont     0,1% 
Calcium..............       .12 
Magnosium............       ,012 
Potassium ,.        ,143 
Sodium...............       .051 
Fhoaphorua        ,093 
Chlorine 106 
Sulfur 0S4 
Iron 00024 
3.    Compononts  of Milki 
Protoini    In tho oomploto form.    It contains  22 Amino Acids. 
Corbohydratoi    Lactoao  (milk sugar)    It  is this ingrodiont, which whon actod 
upon by bacteria,  produco Lactic Acid milk or Sour Milk. 
Pats i    In tho form of Croam. 
Vitamins: 
Whole 
Skim 
A 
M f % 
Thiamin (j^)  Ascorbic Acid (C)  Riboflavin (Hij) 
- to / 
- to / % 
Koy«    - indioatos no approcir.blo amount 
w fair vitamin contont 
* good source 
■ cxcollont sourco 
Vitamin contont doponds upon cow's  diot.    Milk can bo and JB fortifiod wiV 
D. 
'i 
4. Dleostiblllty of Milki 
A. Milk roaohos tho stomach  in a fluid form and is chc.ngod into a solid form 
of small globules. 
B. Milk is tho most dtgostiblo of all  foods.    Uhon taken by adults  in largo 
quantities, milk is moro completely digestod if mixed with othor foods; 
a graham crackor, for  lnstanco, probably enhances the nutritivo value of a 
glass  of milk takon botwoon moals, 
5. Nutritivo Value of Milk 
A. 
B. 
Tho groat nutritional valuo of milk is duo to the high quality of its 
protoins, to its richness in mineral oloments, and vitamins, and to tho 
or.sy digostibility of its fats. 
It protoets against nutritional failure and thoroforo is classod among the 
protective goods. 
6.    3tandarda of Mlllci 
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Orado Raw                                                                        Pastouritod 
A 200*000 por cc (indiv.)       30,000 por oo - non-pathogonic 
B 200*000 por cc (clunp)         50,000 por  ee                  ■ 
C 1,000,000 por cc                         50,000 por co                   " 
Cortifiod 10*000 por cc (about 1/365 of all nilk producod) 
Purchasablo Forns of Milk» 
A - Wholo Mllkt    Raw, Pastouritod, Hono^onizod, Irradlatod, Vitamin D. 
B - Sicln Milki    Raw, Pasteurised 
C - Driod Milk  (KLIK)t    Whole or Skim. 
In roconstructing driod nilk, sprinklo tho dry nilk on tho  surfaco of 
tho wator and nix with a spoon.    Lot  stand for 5 min.  thon boat, 
1 c. wator plus 3 tbsp. powder will yiold 1 cup akin nilk 
1 quart of wator plus sA °"P powder will yiald 1 quart nilk 
D - Treated Milk 
Vitanin D or  Irradiated 
Acidophilus 
Honogenisod 
Lactic Acid 
E — Bvaporatod:    \/Z to 2/5 of fornor volume; water ronovod.    Can be rocon» 
ditionod by adding wator, 
P - Condensodi    Evaporated to 2/5 of former voluno.    16$ cano  sugar added. 
Experimental Recipost 
TOOLS  GRAINS 
1. Use in Dietaryi 
Grains furnish the bulk of tho worldis food supply.    The richne#»Af grain 
in oarbohydrate, and protein, the facility with which it may be stored and 
transported, and the ease with which it is jproparod for tho table all com- 
bine to make  it a stable food.     No other food furnishes an abundanoo of oar- 
bohydrate and protein so cheaply. 
In America, whoat  is tho  grain lcrtoly uscdj   ryo and barloy oomo next  in 
order of  importance,   and thon Hciso   (Indian oorh)and oats.     Rico is consumed 
in such enormous amounts in oricrfcal countrios that, talcing tho world as c. 
wholo,   it must b- rogardod as the mont   important grftin* 
2. Whoat: 
Tho whoat kornol   consists of 82J* 3tarch.    Tho whoat gorm is rich in pro- 
toln of excellont quality,   containing Vitamins A, Thiomin, B, and Riboflavin, 
and has an abundance of mineral olomonts.     It also contains an oil.     Sur- 
rounding tho wholo aro several layors of bean;  this is riohor in ash than 
any other pert «f the kormal. 
71oara can bo obtained MM   Orphan, *hloh contains too wholo kornol, finoly 
ground.    It is highly «utritiv© HP JGJBSWIV*.   Wkoi© grain or Wholo Wheat 
flour is aiailor to Oraham flour.    Patent floor ia the highest grado wM*o 
flour.    Tho white flour may bo obtained in many grades. 
S. Ricoj    This grain ©an bo obtainod in three forms: 
a. unhullod, with the husk adhoring to tho kornel. 
b. cured«    without the husk, but rotcining tho bran. 
c. polishodj    the husk, germ and bran all removed.    Polishod rioo ia marked 
ly doficient in rospoot to tho quality of its protoin and tho quan ti 
of its vitamins and minorals. 
4.   Nutritive Value of Grainsi 
a. Tho carbohydrate of grain is its chief nutritive constituent, and «n'c ohyd 
bony main car h drate food tho world ovor. 
b. Vitamin A is prosent in only small amounts. 
Thiamin is contcinod in abundance in tho whole grain, but is romovod 
almost' ontiroly in vtt> milling process. 
Aaoorbie Acid is present only in gorminating seeds. 
ViWn 1 is""pro6ont  in tho vrholo grain, especially in tho whoat gorm 
©IE  
Riboflavin is also prosent  in tho wholo grain. 
o. Mineral constituents of grains aro hold chiefly in the ombrye, and ir 
fn^ouTer layers of tho kernel.    White flour eontains only about l/l 
to 1/fc of the  original ash.     It  is especially poor  in ealeium,   iron, 
sodium,  phosphorus and chlorine. 
d. Tho eolluloso of tho  outer layors of tho kornel   is sometimes of value 
a stimulant to peristalsis.    The laxative effect of bran is not due 
alonHo cellulose, but also to  some extent to the oil  of the grain , 
perhaps to still othor unknown laxativo substaneos. 
Tfholo Whoat ond aiailar flours hcvo bocomo popular bocauso of thoir 
superiority in protoln, vitamin ana minoral content, ca woll eg 
booauso of thoir laxativo proportioa. Wholo whoat and Graham flours 
ere not a3 oaaily dogoatod -s  the finor floura| thoy aro alao in- 
forior in kooping qualitioa. 
42. 
ran 
1. Fiah doe* not differ rotor tally frr.m o«k,r form of coat.    Ito ^rot-ins 
aro equal la nutritivo w.luc  fcr. those of ether xailials.    It usually con- 
tains  loss fat and moro water. 
2. Purchasable forms: 
Driodj     3alt is  appliod to the fish for dehydration.    Jr. sooo pi" cos 
tho salt is added as soon as th. fish aro caughtj lat'r 
furthor water is ronovod by prcssuro and drying by air. 
Cannodi Tho forms of canned fish with whioh wo aro most familiar c.roi 
codfish, salmon, tuna and scrdinos.    Host of then aro salted 
thon hoatod end tho can is scaled.    Sono also hare oil or 
tomato drossiii- added* 
froehi    In s-.acoast terms tho fresh fish may bo oithor fresh or salt 
wator fish*    Inland towns havo only frosh wrvtor fish, or in 
moro rocont times, rait water fish shipood by rofrigoraticn. 
Shellfish:    Oysters,   clams,   shrimp,   lobsters and cr.-.bs.    Those fish 
aro Tory perishable, and r.ro thcroforo knonn only in and noar 
acaooast  tmrj. 
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3. Hutritivo Valuo of Fishj 
Protein i    Fish,   boing a so-oallcd form of noat aro class if iod as a 
oonploto protein food*    Thgix protoin is of tho hi;host 
quality* 
Carbohydrates:    Fish contain fat in varying amount*.    Tuna and salmon 
boing among tho highest.    Tho shellfish contain little 
or no fat. 
Ilineral Hatteri     Fish have about the  samo amount of calcium and phos- 
phorus, but aro loner in iron.    Salt -r.ter fish 
should bo inoluded in the rtiot primarily for their 
iodine content. 
Tfctor:    Fish r.ro hi^h in water oontont,  eausing the   fl„sh to be loss 
firm than noat.    This  factor boin^ :r. important consideration 
in tho porsorvation,   as they ar    easily spoiled,   ofton causing 
opidonics  of food poisoning. 
Vitamins t    Snail amounts of A,   rich is Thianin --nd fair amounts of D. 
4. Dir.ostibilityj    Tho digostibility and utilisation of fish -nd shollfish 
is about the samo as that of boof   fid othor moats. 
Protein: 
VBQ JiTABI-aa 4 
1. The value of vegetables  as body-regulators cannot be over- 
emphasized,  because their contribution of minerals,  vitamins, 
cellulose and water is of the utmost importance to health and 
well-being.     Vetetables,   as a rule,   are not   so universally 
liked as meat;  but if vegetables are properly prepared and 
attractively served,   prejudice against  then should disappear. 
2. Nutritive Value of Vegatsblee: 
Carhcry.'-ates:     The chief source of energy in vegetables is 
starch.     Some vegetables contain as ^uoh as 
5,o of  their carbohydrate  in the form of  sugar. 
One method of  clcssifioation of vegetables^is 
on their carbohydrate content. 
Of the ve:3tables,   dry legumes contain the greatest 
amount of protein. 
The biological value of their protein is not as 
that  of -Ilk,   eggs and lean meat  (except soybeans). 
However,   it  is  abundant  and when combined with 
milk or cheese,   furnishes the essential growth 
material. 
Minerals: As a whole, vogotables aro considered a good sup- 
plementary source of calcium.  Coppar is found in 
roots, tubers and legumes.  Legumes are also a • 
good source of phosphorus, potassium, iron and 
calcium.  Most green vegetables are valuable aourc u 
of iron. 
Vitamins:  As a source of vitamins, vagetables are out- 
standing in nutritional value.. Vitamin A occurs 
as carotene in cartain yellow and some green 
vjgatables.  Of the leafy varieties, the darker- 
colored have a higher vitamin A content than those 
with leave*.  Vegetables are probable sources of 
thiamln, while riboflcvin occurs in such vegetables 
as beet tops, turnip tops and other leafy 
varieties.  Most vegetables, if oaton raw, must 
bo considered as sources of asgorbic acid.  To- 
matoes are recognized as tho outstanding source 
of asoorbic acid.  3ocause of the large quantltios 
of potatoes eaten, they are considered a good 
source of this vitamin. 
Classification of Vegetables: 
a) Loaves:  lettuce, cabbage, spinach, turniptops, boot 
tops, Brussels sprouts, otC» 
Flowers:  broccoli, cauliflower. 
Fruiti  squash, oggplant, green popper, cucumbor, tomato, 
okra, pumpkin, § tee 
celery, asparagus, small green oni^n-, rhubarb, etc. 
carrots, beets, turnips, radishee, wrest potatoes. 
3. 
d) 
e) 
h) 
Stems: 
Roots: 
etc. 
Tubers: 
Bulbs: 
Seeds: 
Irish potatoes, Jerusalem artichokes 
mature onions 
beans, peas, corn (green) 
4. Place in the Diet: 
a) The iron, and copper found in such vegetables as s'inach, 
lettuoe, lima beans, etc., assist in the building of the 
b) 
c) 
d) 
o) 
45. 
red blood cells. 
Vegetables and fruits act as neutralizing agents in the 
body, furnishing tho alkaline salts which helo to maintain 
the proper degree of alkalinity in the blood.  They like- 
wise furnish salts necessary to some of the digestive Juices 
and act &■ a mild laxative, thus oromoting good elimination. 
The cellulose which iorms th3 jroater oart of the stems, 
leaves, skin, menbrai.o and other fibar'of ve-etablos and' 
fruits mechanically stimulates peristalsis in the intestinal 
tract by providing the necassary bulk to tho food mass.  It 
ie almost Impossible to furnish sufficient bulk to the diet 
without tho USJ of vegetables and fruits. 
The vitamin content of vegetables and fruits m^kos them 
invaluable as promoters of growth and buildors of resistance 
to disease. 
The high water content of some fruits and vegetables makes 
them especially useful in brin ing fluid into thj diet, 
which under certain conditions is particularly desirable. 
Glr.ndul.tr Organs 
1. Liver :,ad kidnoy tiro ospoci lly high in nutritional valuo, boing 
rich in iron, eoppor and ir. Vitamin A, and containing to a 
smaller oxtont vitanine Thionin and Riboflavin. Both of those 
or ;ans oontain substancos '/hioh assist tho body in building • nd 
roplonishing rod blood colla, which property givos thorn an out- 
■tending plaoo in tho tro- tnont of anemia. Calf»s livor is noro 
dolioato in flavor than tho livor oithor of boof or porki sinoo 
tho rolation is in demand. law livor is somewhat riohor than 
oookod livor in minerals -nd vitamins, but is loss palatable. 
2. 3-.voctbror.ds, which arc the thymus glands or tho pancroas of tho 
calf, aro oonsidorod a groat dolioaoy. Thoy aro noro or less 
expensive but aro do Hoc. to in flavor and toxturo and aro 
oasily digested. 
48. 
S. Tho glandular or organ moats furnish noro oonploto food than 
do tho supporting and contractile tissuos. Thoy pro-vide appro- 
oiablo amounts of Vitamin A, thionin, and riboflavin, with 
snail amounts of -.scorbio acid, and tho quality of protoin is 
high. I'cCollun ar.d his associ-.tos studiod tho nutritivo vr.luo 
of tho protoin of kidnoy, livor and nusclo. Thoy found that 
kidnoy has the groatost nutritivo vr.luo, that liver is 
sooond and that nusclo is third. Thoy oonsid-rod tho pro- 
toin of kid/icy, liver nd nilk as bolag nost nutritional. 
Tho suporiority of tho organs has soldon rocoivod sdoquato 
roeognition. 
47. 
EGOS 
rl.  The suitability of tefia  for growth rank next to Bilk.    Because of this 
^e.r^hn.aa in iron, it sorvea as an excellent adjSoHo nilk 
Tho^i! ? ?°        " aDd °f th° "h,lt "°«P°™tine fron illness. 
!S rS !S ™r* nutriUvp than tho whites,   it carries tho vita • n. 
onorgyj    6° nin°ral °l0n°ntS 3 **"* ao™ ttao» " ™<* 
2. Nutritive Valuo of Eggs: 
Tho yellow of the yolk is duo to cc.tain carotin-liko pigront. 
Tho proteins are of the highest quality, ranking second only to nil*. 
Tho fat contained nostly in tho yolk is  easily assimilated.    7K? 
of it can ho digostod in tho stonaoh. 
Vltanina A,  Thianin, D and Riboflavin aro present.    The yolk is  rich in 
in Vitanin A and Ribof lavin.    It also contains  appreciable anoun* 
of Thianin.    Bgg yolk is nuch riohor in ▼itanina oven than nilk. 
Asoorbic Aoid oontont of the ogg is  questionable 
Mineral Blonontst    Calciwi, Phosphorus ad iron aro found ohiofly in 
tho yolk. * 
Eggs are claaaod as r.cid-forns.  as  thoy contain a  largo anount of 
sulfur. 
3. Digestibility  of Sggs: 
Highly digestible 
98JJ of tho protoin is utiliiod. 
In tho raw str.to; it has boon statod that the whites -re w:;ll utiliiod 
whothor takon raw, boaton or eookod, yet othor authorities boliovo 
that tho raw protoin is indi^cstiblo r.nd poorly absorbed unloss 
nixod v.ith nilk or othor food. 
Tho order of spood with whioh eookod ogga lcavo the stonaohi 
Soft-oookcd - 1'r.rd-eookcd - Scranblod - Proporly friod. 
Igga atinulato tho atonach a littlo leas and loavo it a littlo 
soonor than noat. 
Tho tonperturo at which oggs aro eookod determine* tho tondornoat* 
digoetibility, texture, and attractivcr-oss. 
4. Charaotiaticc of Prcsh Bg£s: 
a) Air spr.oo - not largo; loss than 3/4 inchos in dianotor. 
b) Whito fim and cloar 
c; Yolk dir.ly soon through th; white   \s  ft shadamry objoct  indiatinct 
in outline, 
d) Distinguishing Characteristics: 
No shrinkago and ;;enoral firn    condition of white and yolk. 
Tho yolk of such an og£  is stiff and woll roundod; tho white 
is not watory and it whips well. 
5. Purchasable Fon.is: 
Now-laid or day-old og^s 
Prcsh ogga - slightly older than now-laid oggs 
Cold storago- prosorvod by rofricoratior. 
Proton oggs - oggs arc soparatod and whitos and yolks aro pro- 
sorrod at lor: tomp. 
Bgc powdor - water contont ronovod 
48. 
FRUITS 
1. Fruits aro of valuo booauso of thoir laxativo and baso-forning 
proportios, and thoir vitanins, as •..•oil as for thoir attractivo 
flavor. Thoir caloric value, whioh is United, doponda largoly upor. 
tho anount of sugar which it contains. Fruits aro bottor body buildors 
then vogotr.blos. 
2. Tho applo loads onong the orchard fruits. It contains snail a-iounts of 
Vitonin A, thianin, ascorbic acid and riboflavon. It has dofinito 
laxative properties, probably owin~; to the cellulose content. Tho 
young applo contains a lar c anount of starch, but as it ripens the 
starch is rapidly converted into sugar; a fully ripe apple contains 
littlo or no starch. Tho acid contont decroasos as tho sugar incr-asos. 
3. The citrus fruits aro next in inpertanco to the apple. Oranges offer an 
oxccllont sovrcc of readily assinilablo doxtroso. Lonons, grape- 
fruits, linos and tan-orinos cone under this class. The chief valuo of 
oitrus fruits lios in their rich ascorbic acid oontont. The orange, 
and to a loss extent, tho grapefruit contain Vitanin A, thianin and 
riboflavin; tho others, only thianir. Orango Juice is given to in- 
fants as a routine factor for tho prevention of scurvy. 
The baso-foming proportios of the citrus fruits is inoortant. Their 
acids do not incroaso tho acidity of the body; in fact tho rovcrso is 
truo. 
Canned fruit juicos, especially tho citrus fruits, arc extensivoly usod 
beca-.s : of thoir ascorbic acid contont. 
4. Peaches^ pears, pluns, prunes, chorrics and apricots all present in a 
groator or less degree the sane lax'.tivo, ascorbic acil and baso- 
foming prcp-rtios as cthor fruits, Apricots, peaches, prunos and 
raisins have boon found tc have good blcod-buildir.r; rualitics. 
5. Tho banana has not boon accorded tho place in tho diet to which it is 
ontitlcd. When fully ripe it is a nest valuablo addition to tho diet 
of young children. It car. also bo ^ivon to infants. This fruit whon 
unripo consists largely of starch, and ic therefore difficult cf di- 
gostioni as the ripening process gcos on, a large part of the starch 
is convortod into sugar. Thorcforc, bananas should bo fully ripe if 
thoy aro eaten raw. Cooked bananr.s aro oasily digested. Rocontly 
tho ascorbic acid content has boon shewn tc bo oxcclloct. 
6. Borrios possoss tho sane advr.ntago as cthor fruits. Raspborrics aro 
especially rich in ascorbic acid. 
7. Pineapple, popular for its flavor, is high in Vitanin A, thinriir. and 
ascorbic acid. 
8. Sxporir.ental Ileoipes: 
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